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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the fabrication, assembly and development test of a rotary

vane type hot gas motor intended for use as the prime mover in an advanced hydrazine-

fueled aircraft APU starter system. Details of the motor design and analysis have been

previously reported in AFAPL-TR-77-76, "Hydrazine APU Starter Design," November

1977, for work conducted under Wright-Patterson -AFB, Contract F33615-76-C-2148.
The work described herein was directed by Messrs. W. E. Jorgenson and D. A. Pahl

of Rocket Research Company, Redmond, Washington. The project was sponsored by the

Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson

AFB, Ohio, under Project, Task, and Work Unit No. 31450123 with Dr. B. L. McFadden,

AFWAL/POOS, as project engineer in charge.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This section provides background information relating to prior work in the design of

a hot gas high pressure rotary vane motor, presents the baseline motor design and

discusses the program requirements and goals.

Successful accomplishment of the goals results in a compac ilti-start capability

system having full capability to an operational temperature of -65'

1. BACKGROUND

Design of the baseline motor was accomplished under t-Patterson AFB

contract F33615-76-C-2148, and reported in AFAPL-TR-77-76, "hydrazine APU Starter

Design," dated November 1977. A cross-section taken from the assembly drawing of the

motor (RRC drawing 26650) is shown in Figure 1.

REQUIREMENTS

The basic operating requirements for the starter motor are summarized as follows:

1. The starter motor must be as small and lightweight as possible consistent with

aircraft-mounted components.

2. The starter motor must operate after extended exposure to ambient

temperatures in the range of -65 to +130 0 F.

3. The starter motor must be capable of operating through a minimum of 1,000

full power, full duration starter operating cycles without maintenance.

4. The starter motor must be capable of operating in a successful manner when

powered by the products of decomposition of the hydrazine-based propellant blend

delivered by the hot gas supply system.

5. The starter motor must be capable of operating successfully during APU

restart attempts in the event that the first start attempt is unsuccessful.

6. The starter motor shall develop torque versus speed characteristics at the

output shaft of the gearbox consistent with the APU load characteristics, and providing a

reasonable torque margin.

Typical APU torque/speed requirements at three ambient temperatures are shown in

Figure 2. The .ritical requirement occurs at -65°F (where a high breakaway torque is

required at zero speed), with a second torque peak slightly above 20,000 rpm. A 10:1
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gearbox reduces the required motor speed to a reasonable operating range and increases

the required motor torque by the same factor. Since the torque/speed curve for a rotary

vane expander is relatively flat, the mid-speed range was selected as the design point for

the motor, including allowances for gearbox efficiency (85%) and a 32% torque margin.

2. MOTOR DESIGN

The dimensions of the motor and porting arrangements are shown in Figure 3. For
high expansion ratio and adiabatic efficiency, the arc of admission must be kept small,
generally less than 0.3 radians. In this range, Reference (1)* shows performance

improvement up to as many as 12 blades. Considerations of rotor and blade strength led to

a compromise of 8 blades for the baseline motor design.

- *Numbers in parentheses refer to references at end of report.

4
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ROTOR DIAMETER 3.655 in. (92.84 mm)
ROTOR LENGTH 3.655 in. (92.84 mm)
STATOR INSIDE DIAMETER 4.125 in. (104.8 mm)

1800 (3.14 RAD) 2150 (3.75 PAD)
157.50 (2.75 RAD) /
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SECTION II

PHASE I - HARDWARE FABRICATION AND TEST EQUIPMENT

This section describes the detail parts of the vane motor and test stand together

with the appropriate test equipment and instrumentation.

1. VANE MOTOR DESCRIPTION

The major components of the motor include the ball bearing mounted rotor, 8 rotor

vanes, the stator shell, end plates which support the rotor bearings and position the rotor

eccentrically in the stator bore, and various seals and springs. Each end plate contains an

eccentrically machined cam boss. These retain flexible split cam rings which bear on the

base of each blade and provide a force to preload the blades against the stator. The

mating contact points on the blades are provided with metal slippers, pinned to the blade.

Segmented end seals located circumferentially between the blades on both ends of the

rotor are spring loaded against the end plates to minimize leakage to the bearings. The

bearings are further protected from hot gas by deflectors arranged in a labyrinth form,

together with large ovfrboard vents to preferentially duct leakage gas away from the

bearings. Major materials of construction selected were:

Rotor Waspaloy

Stator Hastelloy C

End plates Hastelloy C

Deflectors and bearing seats Titanium 6AI-4V

Split cam rings Inconel X-750

Vanes P-658 RCH carbon

Two views of the motor piece parts (and partial assemblies) are shown in Figures 4

and 5. The piece parts are identified by horizontal rows, starting at the left end of the top

row, as follows:

Top Row Top Row (Continued)

End cap Output end plate

End plate Rotor installed in end plate

Stator

- 7
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Middle Row Middle Row (Continued)

Nut Split ring

Washer One set of carbon seals and springs
"G" shim (below washer) Bearing seat

Bearing Ring nut (below bearing seat)

"H" shim (below bearing) Bearing

Spacer Deflector

Split ring Nut

Rotor Lockwire (below nut)

Bottom Row

Stator to end plate fasteners

Carbon vane assemblies (8)

Carbon vane, 2 slippers and 2 pins (below vane assemblies)

Lockwire, large

Stator to end plate fasteners

The assemblied motor is shown in Figure 6 looking toward the inlet with a portion of

the exhaust port visible at the right side of the motor. The opposite orientation showing

the exhaust port can be seen in Figure 7.

2. TEST EQUIPMENT (COLD GAS TESTS)

This section describes the test stand, test equipment, and instrumentation employed

for cold gas tests conducted with the motor throughout the program. Modifications to the

test system for hot gas tests are discussed in Section IV.

3. VANE MOTOR TEST STAND

The vp'ne motor test stand is shown in Figure 8, with the photograph taken from the

flywheel ene of the test stand. The flywheel is located behind the vertical plate in the

front of the photograph. The disc brake caliper is shown near the bottom of the vertical

plate, and the tachometer for monitoring the drive shaft speed is located near the middle

of the vertical plate. Hydraulic brake fluid for the brake caliper is stored in the small

cylinder located in the upper left-hand corner of the photograph. The brake fluid is S

pressurized with plant air when the remote electrical solenoid valve is energized.

Flywheel speed is monitored independently of the drive shaft speed (rotor speed) via a

photo cell mounted in the center of the top plate. The photocell detects the passage of a

black stripe that is painted on the flywheel. Stall torque is monitored with a load cell that

can be partially seen at the extreme right, just below the removable torque arm

10
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(projecting horizontally) which is attached to the flywheel when these tests are to be
conducted.

A top view of the test stand, with the cover plate removed, is shown in Figure 9.

The vane motor is seen at the top. The No. 1 flywheel is in the center, and the disc brake

is at the bottom. The partial black stripe (for photocell flywheel speed monitoring) can be

seen on the No. I flywheel. It should be noted that the No. 2 flywheel can be added for

-65 0 F testing in the space that is available between the No. I wheel and the disc brake.

The capped fitting in the upper left hand corner of the photograph is the gas inlet line to

the vane motor. The vane motor exhaust port is located underneath the motor and is not

visible.

4. COLD GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM

The test schematic for cold gas testing is shown in Figure 10. To provide for

pressure control during motor spin-up (to control maximum torque) a pressure ramp

generator, employing two pressure regulators, was installed. In use the solenoid pressuri-

zation valves are opened and initial low pressure is established in the accumulator tank

connected to the dome of the high flow capacity main regulator. The valve immediately

upstream of the accumulator is ther closed, and the upstream regulator is adjusted to the

final desired high pressure. The motor is started at the low pressure previously established 9

in the accumulator. When satisfactory rotation is observed, the intermediate solenoid

valve is opened permitting high pressure to build up in the accumulator at a rate

, controlled by the inlet orifice. This varying pressure applied to the dome of the main

regulator produces the desired ramp rate of pressure to the motor inlet. During tests,

nitrogen flow rate is measured with a Daniel's type orifice meter located in the supply

line.

5. TEST INSTRUMENTATION (COLD GAS TESTS)

Typical instrumentation used during cold gas testing is shown in Table 1.

14 *A
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TABLE I
INSTRUMENTATION REQU IREMENTS

Record On
Symbol Nomenclature

Strip-Chart Oscillograph

Pr Pressurization ramp generator X X

output

Ps Nitrogen supply pressure X

Pu Nitrogen flow meter pressure X

APu Nitrogen flow meter .1P X

Po Starter inlet pressure X X

P Ambient pressure Barometer Reading

Pex Starter exhaust pressure X X

r Stall torque X X

Ns  Starter shaft speed X

N1  Flywheel speed X

T(s) Starter component temperature X
(various)

T,, Environmental test chamber X
temperature

TN 2  Nitrogen supply temperature X

Tgs Starter inlet temperature

Tes Starter exhaust temperature

I
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SECTION III

COLD GAS TESTING

This section presents the results of cold gas development testing conducted on the

vane motor prior to committing the design to hot gas tests.

!. STALL TORQUE TESTING

Run No. IA -- Stall torque testing was initiated with the No. I vane motor with one

of the 8 vanes located under the inlet port, per the WPAFB-approved test plan. The inlet

pressure was increased incrementally in nominal steps of 100 psig while monitoring stall

torque and leak rate. The object of this test was to determine the maximum allowable

inlet pressure to avoid exceeding the 120 ft-lb stall torque limit. When the inlet pressure

was raised to approximately 1,000 psig, the stall torque was indicating 80 ft-lb. As the

inlet pressure was again raised, the stall torque suddenly dropped to zero and the test was

terminated.

The starter was disassembled and it was noted that three vanes were broken. After

analysis of the problem it was decided that the test procedure (or the test approach) was

in error and the stall torque test, as conducted, was not realistic.

In an actual application for APU starting, the vane motor rotor would begin to spin

as soon as enough stall torque was developed to overcome the APU breakaway torque.

Once the rotor starts to turn, there would be at least three pressurized vane cavities

contributing torque with pressure differentials existing between cavities. With the rotor

locked in place, as was the case in the initial stall torque test, the primary contributor to

stall torque is a single pressurized vane cavity under the inlet port with maximum

pressure drop applied across a single blade. As a result of this analysis, the following

preliminary conclusions were drawn:

I. The initial pressure applied to a stationary rotor must be limited to a pressure

level that is less than 1,000 psi.

2. The most important aspect of the preliminary stall :orque testing should be to

carefully monitor stall torque as a function of initial rotor angular position to assure that

there is no rotor position that will result in a stall torque below the minimum breakaway

requirement of the APU which would then result in a start failure.

Run No. 1B -- After the No. I vane motor was repaired, the stall torque tests were

repeated with the inlet pressure limited to 300 Psig at each rotor position. The rotor vas

19
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repositioned in 50 steps after each data point. The stall torque varied from 30 to 60 ft-lb

(as would be expected), as the rotor was repositioned through a total arc of 1000. The data
is shown in Figure 11. From these tests, it was concluded that the stall torque
characteristics are acceptable, and that the vane motor pressure ramp starts would not
subject a stationary rotor to a pressure that approaches the i,000-psig blade failure point.

2. INITIAL SPIN TESTS 2 THROUGH 5 (1,000 rpm Limit)
The test program then progressed to spin testing, which was intentionally limited to

a maximum rotor speed of 1,003 rpm for the early tests. This test series was conducted

with due caution while monitoring the entire test installation to be sure that the system
performed satisfactorily and to allow the test crew to gain some experience.

Run No. 2 -- The starter was slowly spun to 60 rpm, the inlet pressure was cut off,

and the disc brake operation was verified.
Run No. 3 - On the next spin, the inlet pressure was limited to 60 psig, and the

flywheel was accelerated to approximately 500 rpm. The inlet pressure was shut off, and

the flywheel was braked to a stop.
Run No. 4 -- For this test, the inlet pressure was raised incrementally to 60 psi, and

the flywheel speed was allowed to reach the 1,000 rpm limit.
Run No. 5 -- In this test, the inlet pressure was rapidly raised to 60 psi as the

flywheel speed was being monitored. When the flywheel speed reached 730 rpm, the rotor
speed suddenly went to zero. This indicated that the vane motor internal drag had
suddenly increased to a value in excess of the 3 ft-lb of torque being developed at the 60
psig inlet pressure.

Teardown inspection revealed that the split ring-to-vane slipper joints had galled
badly. It appeared that an improper heat treatment had been used, therefore, new split
rings and vane slippers were machined, heat treated, and installed in the motor.

Run No. 6 - This series consisted of a number of tests with the reassembled motor,

as summarized below, incorporating increased inlet pressures.
Runs 6A and 6B -- The vane motor was allowed to spin the flywheel to the 1,000 rpm

target speed at low inlet pressure in each of these tests, and the flywheel was allowed to
coast to monitor its speed decay rate and determine the flywheel drag. The flywheel drag
was found to be negligible in the 0 to 1,000 rpm speed range.

Run 6C -- The APU starter inlet pressure was ramped from 50 to 00 psig during the
*i flywheel acceleration from 0 to 1,000 rpm. Although the time to reach maximum speed

was long, the test was encouraging.

20
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Run 6D - The APU starter inlet pressure was ramped from 100 to 300 psig during

the flywheel acceleration from 0 to 1,000 rpm. The pressure ramp time was again

excessive, but the run was successful.

Run 6E -- The APU starter inlet pressure was ramped rapidly from 100 to 300 psig.

It was noted that the starter made three revolutions and stopped rotating.

Teardown inspection of the starter revealed one broken blade and galling of the cam

surface where the slippers had made contact. This implied sufficient deflection of the

split rings to permit the contact. The slippers and the split rings appeared gall free. It was

assumed that the width of the "Z" slot in the split rings was excessive, and that the split

ring deformed at the slot when at speed, catching the edge of the slipper and breaking the

blade.

,A new set of split rings were made and installed with the "Z" slot clearance

minimized. The No. I starter was rebuilt and the spin testing resumed in test sequence 7,

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Run 7A -- This run was a low-pressure run to 1,000 rpm to verify that the flywheel

drag had not changed. Performance was consistent with the previous checkout run.

Run 7B - This run utilized a rapid 100 to 300 psig pressure ramp. The flywheel was

accelerated to 1,000 rpm in 3.3 seconds. Although the target time to a speed of 1,000 rpm

in 0.6 seconds was not attained, this was the best run to date.

Run 7C - The inlet pressure ramp was changed to 100 to 500 psig for this run, to

decrease the time to speed. The flywheel was accelerated to 730 rpm in a time 0.4

seconds faster than Run 7B, but the vane motor stopped at this speed.

Teardown inspection revealed 5 broken blades, and it was assumed that the -lit ring

had deformed again (at the "Z" slot) and caught a slipper.

At this point, the spin testing was terminated and the split ring-to-slipper joint was

redesigned. The redesign efforts were concentrated on the split ring. The split ring was

modified to a continuous slip ring (having no "Z" slot). The cam bosses on the end plates

were redesigned such that the rotor end of each cam boss could be removed to allow the

slip ring to be installed in the cam groove. The rotor end of the cam was replaced and

retained by screws after installing the slip ring.

These modifications were incorporated into the test hardware which was reas-

sembled for Run 8.

Run S -- This test utilized a rapid 100 to 500 psig pressure ramp. The vane motor

. accelerated to 1,000 rpm in 1.8 seconds (the best performance achieved up to that time),

* and the acceleration was allowed to continue. The vane motor reach 1,500 rpm in 2.3



seconds and stopped. Teardown inspection revealed that most of the blades had failed at

the slipper attachment location.

The vane motor was then rebuilt with modified carbon blades. The slippers were

removed from these blades, and the blades were modified at the slipper attachment joint

to prevent any contact with the cam (or slip ring) surface.

Run 9A - The inlet gas-line plumbing was changed to allow the starter gas inlet to

be positioned vertically down. This would allow the blades to contact the stator walls near

the inlet (by gravity). The main purpose of this modification was to see if the starter

could be made to operate without the blade-positioning cam.

The starter was installed with the gas inlet down and the inlet pressure was slowly

increased. When the inlet pressure reached 130 psig, the vane motor commenced rotation

and accelerated the flywheel to 150 rpm. The test was terminated at this speed.

Run 9B - A start was attempted with the inlet pressure starting at 130 psig instead

of 0. No rotation occurred. The pressure was slowly increased to 200 psig. No rotation

resulted. Teardown revealed 3 broken blades.

A review of the test results to this point indicated that the pure carbon blade design

concept was not practical due to insufficient strength. A new set of blades was then

fabricated from a fiberglass-reinforced phenolic material (typically used in air-operated

vane motors) to permit the vane motor to be characterized at higher speeds with cold gas

prior to designing new blades for the hot-gas testing in Phase III. The initial test results,

from Run 10, with the phenolic composite blades and solid cam ring were as follows:

Run I0A -- The starter was accelerated to 1,000 rpm with low inlet pressure to

verify that the flywheel drag was repeatable and that the test stand was functional.

Previous results were verified.

Run lOB -- A 100 to 300 psig pressure ramp was applied and the motor was

accelerated to 1,000 rpm prior to cutoff.

Run IOC -- The starter was accelerated to 1,000 rpm with a rapid 100 to 500 psig

pressure ramp. The starter accelerated to 1,000 rpm in 2.2 seconds.

Run 100 - The starter was accelerated with a rapid 100 to 500 psig pressure ramp.

It was planned to allow the unit to accelerate to the 5,000 rpm terminal speed limit for

the first time. The test was terminated at 4,000 rpm when it was noted that the

acceleration rate was rapidly diminishing. A teardown inspection revealed a rather odd

wear pattern on the reinforced phenolic blades where the blades contact the stator bore.

It was assumed that the blade wear was causing high internal drag which, in turn, caused

*the acceleration rate to decay as the unit approached the 4,000 rpm operating speed.
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Tests II through 19 involved a number of modifications to the motor in attempts to

operate at higher inlet pressure to improve motor acceleration.

Run II -- Following a low pressure checkout spin test a test was conducted with a

100 to 1,000 psig pressure ramp. The motor stopped at 289 rpm. Teardown revealed no

blade problems, however, the fixed end shaft bearing was in poor condition. The bearings

were removed and replaced.

Run 12 - A low pressure start was again accomplished for system checkout (Run

12A). Run 12B was conducted with a 100 to 1,000 psig pressure ramp. In this run the motor

reached 400 rpm and again stopped. The jammed condition was released by manually

rotating the flywheel and another start was attempted. Run 12C was conducted by

manually increasing the regulated pressure. In this run a speed of 1,150 rpm was achieved

at an inlet pressure of 945 psig prior to the motor stopping.

Teardown inspection following these runs revealed that the rotor shaft had galled on

the bores through the end plates, most probably due to rotor deflection resulting from the

high inlet pressure. The clearance in this bore was increased by 0.020 inches prior to re-

assembly of the motor for the next series of tests.

Run 13 -- In this test series the motor was accelerated to 1,000 rpm with ramp

pressure increased in 200 psi steps for each succeeding test. The results are summarized

in the following paragraphs.

Run 13A - This run was conducted at low pressure and was run at 1,000 rpm for 116

seconds.

Run 13B -- Pressure was ramped from 100 to 500 psig. The motor continued to

accelerate at 1,000 rpm and was permitted to continue up to 5,000 rpm in a total time of

21 seconds.

Run 13C - The pressure ramp was from 100 to 700 psig for this run. Normal speed

increase occurred to 1,000 rpm and the test was terminated.

Run 131) - Peak ramp pressure in this run was 900 psig. The motor accelerated

normally to shutdown at 1,000 rpm.

Run 13E - The next step was a peak ramp pressure of 1,100 psig. The motc Nould

not initially spin at 100 psig and pressure had to be increased to 200 osig before rotation

was noted. Acceleration started but the test was terminated due to decreasing supply

pressure. The test was repeated the following day starting at 200 psig and achieved 1,"JO^

rpm, however, motor acceleration rate was low.

Run 13F -- A final test was conducted with a peak ramp pressure of 1,300 si,. The
motor did not start and was torn down for inspection. The vanes were found to 'e
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deformed at the contact points with the slip rings. The vanes were reworked in this area

and re-installed for further testing.

Run 14A - This test was a low pressure spin which was successfully accomplished.

Run 14B -- Peak ramp pressure for this run was set at 1,300 psig. A speed of 1,000

rpm was reached in I second and the test was terminated.

Run 14C - A test was attempted with a peak ramp pressure of 1,500 psig. The

motor would not spin and was removed for inspection. Excessive wear was noted on the

phenolic blades at the tip. The blades were reshaped prior to further testing.

Run 15A - A low pressure spin test was conducted without difficulty.

Run 15B - A peak ramp pressure of 1,500 psig was attempted. The motor ran to

1,500 rpm prior to shutdown.

Run 15C -- This test was planned to reach 5,000 rpm at a lower ramp pressure of

1,000 psig. Speed achieved was only 300 rpm when the motor stopped. The motor was

disassembled and the original split rings were installed.

Run 15D - A low pressure spin at 30 psig was accomplished without incident.

Run 15E - Another attempt to achieve 5,000 rpm was made with 1,000 psig peak

pressure. The motor reached a speed of 750 rpm and stopped.

Run 16A -- Prior to conducting this test the solid cam rings were re-installed. Since

it appeared that some blade contact had occurred with the cam boss in prior tests, the

blades were relieved on either side of the contact point with the cam ring. Thus, even

under maximum deflection of the cam ring the blades could not contact the cam boss.

A low pressure spin was accomplished with this configuration.

Run 16B - The vane motor was successfully accelerated to 5,000 rpm with an inlet

pressure ramp of 100 to 1,000 psig. The acceleration time was 18.5 seconds.

Teardown inspection indicated excessive wear and chipping of the blades at the

stator rubbing surface accounting for the rather excessive time to reach final speed.

A new set of phenolic blades was fabricated and installed in the motor prior to

conducting additional tests.

Run 17A -- A low pressure spin test was conducted with the new blades. No

anomalies were observed in the test.

Run 17B -- A pressure ramp of 100 to 1,000 psig was attempted. The run was

terminated at 1,000 rpm due to a calibration error on the tachometer resulting in an

incorrect speed readout.

Run 17C -- Run 17B was repeated. The motor reached a speed of 3,00 rpm and

stopped. The blade tips were reworked prior to continuing tests.
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Run 170 - The run was repeated and the motor reached 714 rpm prior to stopping.

Run 17E - For this run the motor was rotated to place the inlet down and a 100 to

1,000 psig pressure ramp was attemped. The motor would not rotate and was removed for

inspection.

Run 18 - For this series the phenolic blades were lubricated with Molycote Z

applied as a spray prior to installation. A series of tests was conducted with constant inlet

pressure. The plan was to hold the low pressure until a speed of 714 rpm was achieved and

then to ramp the pressure to 1,000 psig. In each case the motor stopped before 714 rpm

was achieved. The results of each of these tests are summarized below.

Inlet Pressure Maximum Speed
Run psig rpm

18A 112.0 500

18B 187.5 678

18C 276.0 571

18D 345.0 428

Run 19A - These runs were conducted with carbon blades made without the metal

slippers used in the original design at the contact point between the blade and cam ring. A

low pressure spin was conducted without problem.

Run 19B - A 100 to 500 psig pressure ramp was tried initially with this

configuration. A speed of 3,200 rpm was achieved at which point the motor stopped

abruptly. Three of the blades were found to be broken on teardown inspection.

* For the next series of runs phenolic blades were again used. It had been observed in

* previous inspections that sliding one of the segmented end seals in its circumferential end

slot to the point where it contacted the blade could readily jam the blade in its slot. Very

little side load was necessary to do this. Therefore, for this series, the end seals were

removed.

Run Nos. 20A through 20E -- Five runs were conducted successfully to 5,000 rpm.

Pertinent run data including orifice inlet and motor inlet pressures, orifice pressure

differential, gas inlet temperature, time to reach 5,000 rpm from application of ramp

pressure, and calculated flow rate are presented in Table 2 together with appropriate

configuration data. Where more than one value is listed in the table, the numbers

represent peak and end-of-run measurements. Similar data from Run 16B are included for

comparison.
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For all of these runs inlet pressure did not remain constant over the run. To

correlate the ramp time to 5,000 rpm with inlet pressure, average pressures were used

with the results shown in Figure 12. A curve fit of the Run 20A-D data was performed

(also including 16B) with the results plotted on the figure.

Data from Run 20E was not included in the curve fit since blade wear was excessive

after this run with an effect that is obvious in the plot. Run 16B is consistent with the

results of the Run 20 series. This indicates that the end seals may produce forces on the

blades leading to breakage or poor motor performance but do not contribute major

friction drag to retard motor acceleration.

Run 21 -- The results without the end seals indicated that they might have been a

*contributor to previous breakage of the carbon blades. A test was therefore conducted

with a set of carbon blades without slippers and with the end seals removed to evaluate

this possibility. The notched cutouts in the carbon blades (where the slippers were

normally installed) were also eliminated thus increasing the material thickness to that of

the full blade to provide more strength in the area of contact with the cam ring.

The motor started to accelerate but as the pressure ramp to 1,000 psig was applied

the blades again broke near the cam interface while at a speed of approximately 500 rpm.

Run 22A - For this test series a set of two component blades was fabricated and

installed in the vane motor. A base section of 440 C material was designed to transfer the

cam load more uniformly into a pure carbon insert. A checkout run was conducted

successfully at low pressure.

Run 22B -- This test with the two component blades resulted in failure of two blades

at the stator interface at the end of the starter opposite the output shaft. The test was

encouraging from the standpoint that the starter acceleration was of the order of 62.8
2rad/sec with an inlet pressure ramp of only 100 to 500 psig, a higher acceleration rate

than previously accomplished. The vane motor achieved a speed of 2,600 rpm prior to

failure. Teardown inspection revealed the omission of a bevel on the corner of the

metallic base section. The square corner could ride on the corner radius between the cam

boss and end plate, increasing the effective blade stroke to the point that the blade would

jam on the stator.

Run 23A and B -- The metal carrier sections were modified, and a second test series

was conducted. After a successful low pressure spin the vane motor dccelerated to a

speed of 4,500 rpm and stopped abruptly. All 3 blades were found to be broken at the

stator interface on the output end of the rotor.
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Runs 24A and B -- A new set of carbon blades was fabricated with a different type

contour in an attempt to eliminate the breakage occurring at the blade-to-stator

interface. The sharp corners of the rotor slots were radiused slightly to distribute the

local stress into the blade at the rotor edge. A low pressure checkout spin was successful.

In the second attempt, this configuration accelerated well with a pressure ramp of 100 to

500 psig to a speed of 3,600 rpm and stopped abruptly. Inspection revealed 3 broken

blades, again at the stator interface.

Run No. 25 -- Problems in these tests led to a series of tests withou. cain rings. In

their place, springs were installed under each blade to position the blade against the

stator. No end seals were installed.

The first test was conducted with phenolic blades and leaf springs fabricated of 1095

carbon steel strips 0.020-inch thick by 0.188-inch wide, The spring installation is shown in

Figure 13. The springs were made as long as possible and crescent shaped to attempt to

produce the 0.462-inch travel required.

The spring travel turned out to be approximately 0.4 inch, which was adequate for

blade positioning during the low-speed starting sequence. It was assumed that centrifugal

force would assist in positioning the blades against the stator as the rotational speed

increased. On assembly, these springs appeared to be too stLff, and the vane motor was

very difficult to rotate by hand. The starter broke one blade at the spring slot when the

rotor speed reached 1,700 rpm. It was also apparent that the blades had contacted the

cam bosses.

Run No. 26 -- New phenolic blades were fabricated and the spring width was reduced

50 percent to weaken the springs. The new blades and springs were installed --id it was

noted that the starter was still very difficult to rotate by hand. With a 100 to 500 psig

pressure ramp, motor speed increased to 500 rpm 2nd stopped. Teardown revealed that a

spring had come out of its slot and jammed a blade. No blades were broken.

Run No. 27A and B -- To eliminate the potential for loss of the spring from its slot,

an additional modification was made. A small cutout was added at the closed end of the

spring slot in the blade. The spring was brazed to a small pin which would retain the spring

in the blade slot.

A slow speed run was conducted successfully. In Run 27B, application of a 100 to 500

psig pressure ramp resulted in a speed of 1,475 rpm at which Doint the motor stopped. In

this case, six of the eight blades were broken.

Analysis of the spring-loaded blade failures indicated that the blades were fai'ing

due to being driven into the base of the rotor slots by the large pressure differential
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applied between the tip end of the blades and the pressure on the base of the blade at the

bottom of the rotor slot.

Run No. 28A -- This test sequence was conducted with blades that were vented to

provide a path to conduct pressure from the tip to the base of the blade to redUce the

pressure differential. New phenolic blades were fabricated as shown in Figure 14 and

invalled with a new set of the lightest version springs. The blades were positioned with

the slots on the back side relative to the direction of rotation. No cam rings or end seals

were installed.

A pressure ramp of 90 to 420 psig was applied and the motor accelerated to 1,785

rpm at which point the test was terminated.

Run No. 28B -- The blades were reversed in the slots to put the vents on the forward

side and the test was repeated. A pressure ramp from 90 to 420 psig produced slow

acceleration and the test was terminated at 360 rpm.

Run No. 28C - The blades were installed in the original orientation of Run 28A for

a re-test. An attempt to reach 5,000 rpm was made with the 90 to 420 psig pressure ramp.

The motor got to 3,300 rpm at which point the acceleration rate was decaying and the run

was terminated. Two blades were broken at the spring slot as well as numerous springs.

Runs 29A through C -- It was assumed that the blade venting was favorable, since 0

the rotational speed at failure had nearly doubled.

A new set of phenolic blades was then fabricated. These blades were vented and

shaped to allow cam actuation to be used for blade positioning in lieu of the springs.

Again, preliminary tests verified that the starter accelerated best with the vent

slots positioned on the back of the blades, as noted in tests up to a rotor speed of 2,500

rpm.

A test was conducted to attempt the full 5,000 rpm, with the cam-positioned vented

blades. The acceleration rate was low at higher speed and the test was terminated at

4,200 rpm. The blades werc removed and the tips were reconditioned. A final test was

conducted with the vented blades and a 100 to 1,000 psig pressure ramp achieving a ramp

time to 5,000 rpm on the order of 14 seconds.

Teardown revealed two blades chipped on the high pressure side of the tips. Minor

damage to the cam was also noted.

Runs 30 through 30B -- For these tests the blades frorn the previous ruJn were

employed. Additional 0.5-inch diameter vent holes were drilled through the blades. The

intent was to provide pressure balance on opposite sides of the btade within the slot.
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BLADE VENT SLOTS
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Figure 14. Phenolic Blades with Vent Slots
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These holes were located within the vent slots (as shown in Figure 14) with their centers

0.5 inch from the base of the blade.

Tests were conducted to a speed of 2,500 rpm with pressure ramps of 100 to 500 and

100 to 1,000 psig. For the final test a pressure ramp of 10 to 1,000 psig was applied and

the motor was allowed to continue to accelerate. At 4,500 rpm some roughness was noted

in the speed trace and the test was terminated at a speed of 4,640 rpm.

Comparison of these runs with those of test series 29 revealed a lower acceleration

rate, thus the vent holes did not result in an improvement in performance.

Test sequences 31 through 39 were conducted with a set of pyrolytic carbon blades

fabricated by Hitco. Using the results of the previous tests, the blades were vented on the

back side and set up to operate with the cam-positioning system. Again, no end seals were

installed. Eight successful tests were conducted as summarized in Table 3, and described

in the following paragraphs.

The latter two tests in the series were conducted after pre-conditioning the motor

to the minimum and maximum operating temperatures (-65 and +130 0 F). Performance

data for these runs as well as Runs 38 and 39 are presented in Table 4. Time to achieve

5,000 rpm versus average inlet pressure for Runs 31 through 37 is plotted in Figure 15.

The vane motor was disassembled after Runs 31, 32, 35, 36, and 37. These

inspections revealed no damage at the blade-to-cam interface, after 8 runs.

Teardown inspection, after run 31, indicated that two of the blades showed a minor

delamination of the reinforced pyrolytic material at one end of each blade on the high

pressure side of the blade near the stator interface. The delamination on one blade

chipped off during the second run.

TABLE 3

SPEED VERSUS TIME SUMMARY, RUNS 31 THROUGH 37

Pre Test Pressure Terminal Time to
Run Starter Temp. Ramp Speed Speed
No. (oF) (psig) (rpm) (sec)

31 50 100/500 5,000 14
32 50 100/1000** 5,000 7.6
33 50 100/1250** 5,000 6.6
33A 50 100/1250** 5,000 5.9
34 50 100/1250 5,000 5.3
35 50 100/1200 5,000 6.3
36 -65 100/1200 5,000 6.6
37 +130 100/1200 5,000 6.!4

**Not constant, decayed during run.
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Teardown inspection after Run 36 indicated that 6 blades had chipped near the

center of the blades (in the area between the vent slots) at the stator interface where the

-lades pass over the exhaust port in the stator. The blade chipping noted was minor, and

no change in the operation of the vane motor was noted.

Run No. 38 - This was a single run to 5,000 rpm for the specific purpose of

recording the sound of the motor in operation.

Runs 39A and B -- A final test series was conducted with the same blades but with

the end seals installed. The first test with a 100 to 1,200 psig ramp reached 3,860 rpm in

approximately 6 seconds but the inlet pressure decayed rapidly and the test was shut

down. A second attempt reached 4,928 rpm in 12.5 seconds but again the inlet pressure

decayed badly.

The successful results of these tests concluded Phase II of the program and

preparation for Phase III, Hot Gas Testing, was begun.

I3
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SECTION IV

HOT GAS TESTING

This section presents the results of initial hot gas testing, cold gas tests conducted

to evaluate problems, motor redesign, blade material evaluations and analytical studies
leading to successful demonstration of performance requirements with hot gas.

1. TEST FACILITY MODIFICATIONS

The test setup of Figure 10, employed for cold gas testing, was to be utilized for hot

gas testing with minimum modifications. The resulting setup is shown in Figure 16. A fuel

supply tank, on-off control valves, flow measurement equipment, and a gas generator

together with appropriate instrumentation were added to the basic test system. The

pressure ramp feature was retained, however its function was now to provide a controlled

pressure input to the fuel tank.

A 3-1iter fuel system was installed in the left side of the environmental chamber, as

shown in Figure 17. Temperature-conditioned fuel is supplied to the gas generator/vane

motor thrPugh the flex hose shown.

The assembled gas generator was to be attached to the flex hose and installed in the

chamber (on the right-hand side of Figure 17), along with the vane motor. After

temperature conditioning the vane motor would be removed from the chamber and

installed in the test stand. Starter removal and installation can be done rapidly,

preventing major shifts in the conditioned temperature.

Figure 18 shows the gas generator after the first system check-out firing without

the vane motor. The gas generator had been mounted, temporarily, on the test stand

structure for this test. The fuel-control valve is located just upstream of the gas

generator, behind the mounting bracket. Hot gas leaves the gas generator, turns 900, and

exits through a small nozzle attached to the hot gas discharge tube. (The nozzle was used

to simulate the back pressure of the vane motor for checkout testing.) Hot gas

temperature and pressure was ;nasured just upstream of the nozzle with the thermo-

couple and pressure transducer noted.

2. INITIAL HOT GAS TESTING

Using the results of Phase I testing, initial hot gas tests were conducted w'it h cam-

operated reinforced pyrolytic blades incorporating vent slots on the high-pressure side of

the blade. The results of these tests are summarized in the following paragraphs.
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Tests H-1 and H-2 -- These tests consisted of checkout firings with the gas

generator to calibrate fuel system pressures. This was necessary to assure that the motor

would not be over-pressurized in initial test.

Test H-3 -- The plan was to accelerate the starter to an intermediate speed (L,O00

to 2,000 rpm) with a low inlet pressure. The vane motor did not spin initially, and an

attempt was made to increase the inlet pressure as the time progressed, with no spin

occurring. The starter was disassembled, and it was noted that the rotor had contacted

and galled the end plates.

Test H-4 -- The inlet pressure was raised and a second attempt was made to

accelerate to 1,000 to 2,000 rpm. Starter rotation initiated, but the starter stopped by

itself at a rotation speed of 750 rpm. Teardown inspection indicated that axial rotor

growth had once again caused dragging at the end plates.

Test H-5 -- Prior to conducting the third test, the clearance between the ends of

the rotor and the end plates was increased by shimming the end plates out to increase end

clearance by 0.010 inch. The starter accelerated to 570 rpm and stopped abruptly. Again,

rotor-to-end plate contact was observed.

Test H-6 - The sharp corners at both ends of the rotor were beveled to try to

provide more clearance at the areas that appeared to be contacting the end plates and the

0.010 shims were reinstalled as in run H-5. The starter accelerated this time to 1,050 rpm

and stopped.

Test H-7 -- The starter was reassembled with 0.020-inch shims between the stator

and the end plates. The starter stopped at 570 rpm during the fifth run attempt. The

starter was disassembled, and an extensive dimensional check was conducted. The

problems appeared to be related to deformations that had occurred in the stator casting.

The stator end-plate mounting surfaces were no longer flat. The stator itself was

deformed, allowing the end plates to cock relative to the bore of the stator. The stator

from the second vane motor (which had never been tested) was dimensionally checked and

found to be in tolerance. The blades had not changed appearance during the five initial hot

tests; however, they had not yet been exposed to a full speed test.

Test H-8 -- Testing was resumed after the stator had been machined to re-establish

* rotor/stator concentricity and careful assembly to assure adequate clearance between the

rotor and the body components. The starter accelerated to 70 rpm and stopped. Teardown

revealed that the rotor had again contacted the output end plate. -\dditional extensiv-

inspection revealed that the stator had once again deformed.

4
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Test H-9 -- Prior to conductingthis test, the original stator was rerrc-ed and the

new stator that had not been used was installed. The starter was then tested and

accelerated up to a shaft speed of 3,430 rpm. The test was terminated when it was noted

that the rate of change of rotor speed was approaching zero.

A review of the test data from this run indicated that the hot gas inlet pressure to
the vane motor was low, 570 psig, as opposed to the 1,000- to 1,100-psig target. 0

Test H-10 - The vane motor was allowed to cool to local ambient temperature

after the run, and the subsequent test was then conducted at a higher gas generator fuel

system pressure to increase the starter hot gas inlet pressure. The starter accelerated to
3,400 rpm at a faster rate than that noted during the H-9 hot gas test, but the test was

terminated when the rotor acceleration rate again approached zero.

,After run H-10 was completed and the test area was cleared for entry, an attempt
was made to rotate the starter by hand (while hot). The starter could not be turned by

hand.

Teardown inspection of the vane motor revealed that the rotor had contacted both

the output end plate and the stator. Rotor contact had resulted in heavy metal deposition

on the end plate and minor metal deposition at one place on the stator at the

circumferential location where the rotor-to-stator clearance is minimal.

Samples of the metallic depositions were removed from the rotor, stator and the

output end plates. These samples were then examined by photomicrograph and scanning

electron microscope techniques. The investigations revealed that the depositions were

Waspalloy, and it was concluded that the depositions were the result of inertia welding

due to the loss of clearance between the rotor and the stator body.

Test H-I ! -- The starter was repaired and re-assembled after Test H-10. The starter
was then operated with the same increased rotor-to-endplate clearances that had been

used for the previous hot run, using cold gas to power the starter, to assess the effects of

increasing the clearance values.

Starter acceleration was noted to be substandard, and the test was terminatd at a

rotor speed of 2,400 rpm. Teardown inspection revealed two things:

a. All of the blades were extensively damaged at the stator interface.

b. Four of the blades had been accidently installed backwards, with the vent slots

positioned toward the low pressure of the rotor slot instead of the high pressure side.
Test H-12 -- The motor was rebuilt with the five best blades from the previous run

and three new blades. -N cold gas run with a 200/1,200 psig pressure ramp was conducted
resulting ;n very slow acceleration to 1,000 rpm at which point the test was terminated.
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Consideration was given to the possibility that deflection of the stator under

maximum pressure was allowing gas to leak past the blade tips resulting in excessive gas

consumption.

Theoretically, (with zero leakage) the gas consumption rate would be a linear
function of rotor speed starting at zero (with zero rotor speed) and increasing to a

maximum value at a rotor speed of 5,000 rpm. The actual gas consumption characteristics

noted during previous cold gas tests was essentially constant and independent of speed.

This can be considered to be the result of parallel flow through two or more orifices.

Leakage flow can be considered as a fixed orifice. The motor voluinetric flow rate in
parallel with it represents, in effect, an orifice which increases in equivalent area with

time. Thus, as speed increases, more of the flow goes through, rather than around, the

motor.

The excessive gas flow was tolerable during cold gas tests. In hot gas firings, the
additional energy input resulted in loss of clearances and ultimate galling of motor

surfaces. Increasing the end clearances resulted in higher leakage flow and greater

thermal expansion, a self-defeating approach. It became necessary to address leakage

flow at this point if hot gas performance was to be improved.

3. SPECIAL TESTS WITH NEW STATOR

The distortion problems observed with the cast stator led to a series of special tests

with a heavy wall stator machined from a solid bar of Hastelloy C.

The inlet port size and location was identical with the cast stator. Problems
observed with blade wear in prior runs appeared to be related to the localized position of

the outlet port in the center of the stator. For the new stator, a pattern of holes was

staggered across the full length of the stator to distribute wear evenly over the blades.

A special pressure tap was added through the end plate to measure pressure near the

cam boss (equivalent to an average pressure felt at the base of the blades). The test vas

set up using carbon composite blades in the vented configuration (vents on the back), the

cam ring, and no end seals. Performance data for Runs R-1 through R-7 are shown in

Table 5.

Run No. R-l -- For the first test, conducted with nitrogen gas, a baseline test was

run for comparison with tests using the cast stator. As in previous tests, no end seals ,vere

installed. Initial angular acceleration was 70.2 rad/sec however the rate decayed to 3'.7
2rad/sec as the final speed of 2,164 rpm was approached. Inlet pressure ranged from 1.095

to 1,110 psig over the run. Gas pressure in the end cavity peaked at 2'L0 psi,-i t low spe.d,
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and dropped to 190 psig at the end of the run. This pressure drives leakage flow out

through the shaft-to-end plate clearance and overboard through the bearing vents. "

The total gas flow rate was decreased from previous typical values of 2.17 Ibm/sec.

(Reference: Average of Runs 34 and 35 shown in Table 4 which bracket the inlet pressure

for this run) to 1.516 lb/sec, a reduction of 28 percent.

This reduction in flow rate is accompanied by an increase in ramp time. The

comparative runs 34 and 35 had ramp times of 5.8 and 6.3 seconds respectively to 5,000

rpm while this run achieved only 2,190 rpm in 5.7 seconds.

A correlating factor between the reduced acceleration rate and lower gas flow rate

tended to confirm the theory of stator deflection. Bowing of the cast stator at the center

on the high-pressure side of the motor permits gas leakage past the blade tips, since the

straight blade does not seal on the bowed surface. This leakage produces higher pressures

in the downstream cavities than would normaily occur. The pressure, in turn, acts on the

larger exposed blade area to produce increased torque. Thus, reduction in internal leakage

should result in reduced torque and slower acceleration, as observed in this test.

Run No. R-2 -- A second test was attempted but the motor would not turn.

Run No. R-3 -- For the third test, the end seals were installed and pinned at the

center such that their edges could not rub on the blades and prevent free motion in the

blade slots. The acceleration rate after the ramp to maximum pressure peaked at 39

rad/sec2 and decayed to 16.5 rad/sec2 as the final speed of 2,150 rpm was approached.

The effect of the end seals was apparently only to increase drag. The seals had no

measurable effect on the end cavity pressure, and total gas flow was essentially

unchanged from the previous run (approximately 2 percent lower).

Run No. R-4 -- A repeat run was attempted but again the motor would not start.

Run No. R-5 -- The next tests in this series wvere conducted with the external leak

path through the bearings blocked and the end seals removed. The first attempt was

2 unsuccessful with the motor stopping at 700 rpm. Teardown revealed a locknut on the

output bearing had loosened and rubbed on the bearing end plate. A lockwire was installed

to prevent recurrence of this problem.

Run No. R-6 -- During this test, the maximum acceleration rate at startup was 38.7

rad/sec2 , consistent with the previous test, while the final rate was 21.8 rad/sec 2 . For

this run, as expected, end cavity pressure increazsed above that measured in the previous

two tests to a maximum at startup of 280 psig and an end-of-run value of 212 psig versus

230 and 190 psig for Run R-1. The relatively small percentage change in flow rate (5.5

percent reduction) compared to Run R-l indicates that the majority of the leakage :s not
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overboard through the bearing vents, but rather bypasses the motor internally. Leakage

occurs via two major routes. The first is the gas flow path from a high pressure source at

the rotor surface to the bottom of a blade via the vent slots in the blade. The gas travels

in the rotor slot parallel to the rotor centerline and exits in the area of the cam boss.

Leakage also occurs from high-pressure cavities along the surface of the rotor out into

the end cavity. The leak flows combine in the end cavity and then flow back into a low-

pressure cavity on the opposite side of the motor where they exit through the exhaust port

without doing useful work. In fact, if the exhaust back pressure is raised in any significant

amount a retarding torque is developed.

Run No. R-7 - The inlet porting on the bar stock stator was modified and one

additional cold gas test was conducted. The original inlet port was plugged, and a new port

was machined 200 down stream to a point 550 from the minimum clearance position of the

rotor to the stator. This modification was done to evaluate the effect of placing the inlet

port such that two blades would always be located between the inlet port and the exhaust

port, to evaluate the possibility that a portion of the inlet flow was reverse flowing past

the first blade and directly out of the exhaust port.

The test results shown in Table 5 indicate that this phenomenon does not occur.

Starter acceleration was similar to that obtained in previous testing. The gas flow rate

increased in this test as also reflected in increases of the maximum and end-of-run cavity

pressures to 330 and 260 psig, respectively. This effect may be explained by the fact that

the new inlet port flows into a motor cavity of larger cross section increasing motor

volumetric consumption per revolution. This leads, in turn, to an easier path for the high

pressure gas flow into the end cavity, raising the cavity pressure.

4. STARTER REDESIGN - PUSH-ROD ACTUATION

To achieve a more positive blade-to-stator contact and thereby reduce internal

leakage, a redesign was accomplished wherein pairs of pushrods were installed between

opposing pairs of blades. These replaced the cam actuation system and the cam bosses

were removed from the end plates. To accommodate the geometrical length change of

approximately 0.030 inch (the difference between the stator diameter and the chord

across the stator through the rotor center at 6 z 90") the pushrods had to be designed to

be spring loaded. For initial testing with cold gas, a pair of 0-rings stacked in the center

section between the movable halves of each pushrod, as shown in Figure 19, provided the

necessary spring force.

4 Tests were conducted with phenolic blades without vent slots. Performance data lor

Runs R-8A through R-13 are shown in Table 6.
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Runs R-8A and R-8B -- Two runs were conducted with the downstream inlet port

location (2350 position). Inlet pressure range was ,115 to 1,020 psig on the first run and

1,140 to 1,065 psig on the second run. Both tests achieved 2,000 rpm in 2 seconds.

Run R-8C -- A test conducted with gas supplied at the original inlet position (2150

inlet) and 1,130 to 1,080 psig inlet pressure reached a speed of 2,000 rpm in 2.8 seconds.

Gas flow rate was calculated as 1.68 Ibm/sec. The increased time and decreased flow rate

were consistent with the previous tests of port locations.

Run R-9 - A full-duration test was conducted using the 2150 inlet port, achieving a

speed of 5,000 rpm in 7.8 seconds. This represented a significant improvement over the

best previous time (9.3 seconds, Ref. Run 20B per Table 2) achieved with phenolic blades.

The gas flow rate was 1.68 Ibm/second. This result was also achieved with lower inlet

pressure (1,100 psig versus an average of 1,308 psig for Run 20B).

Run R-10 -- A final test with phenolic blades was conducted with the end seals re-

installed and pinned in place. With an inlet pressure of 1,080 psig, the time to reach 5,000

rpm was 8.4 seconds slightly worse than without the seals. Calculated gas flow rate was

1.70 Ibm/sec, again indicating the lack of effectiveness of these seals.

Runs R-l1 and R-12 - Two tests were conducted with a new design of carbon-

composite blade incorporating a three-dimensional weave in an attempt to eliminate

minor chipping and delamination at the tips which had occurred in previous tests. In both

of these tests, conducted without end seals, the motor accelerated to approximately 300

rpm and stopped. Teardown revealed in each case that these blades had broken.

Run R-13 -- In an attempt to solve the problem of inadequate blade strength, a

multi-part blade was designed. The assembly consisted of three layers of stainless steel

spot welded together. Cutouts in each of the outer layers were provided for graphite

inserts to provide low friction contact surfaces on the sides and at the tip of the blade. A

test conducted with the metallic blade configuration was unsuccessful, with blade failure

occurring at a speed of 3,500 rpm. Teardown inspection indicated that the failure was due

to delamination of the blades. This failure released the carbon-rubbing blocks which then

jammed the motor.

5. MOTOR MODIFICATION FOR IMPROVED END SEALS

The results of the cold and hot gas tests conducted up to this point in the program
were reviewed in detail. In particular, the blade breakage, binding noted in hot gas runs,

and bypass leakage of gas were of major concern. These concerns suggested three areas

for improvement of the motor design. These were:
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a. Improvement of the end seals to reduce bypass leakage

b. A means of increasing end clearance without simultaneously increasing over-

board leakage

c. Stronger blades and/or reduced blade forces.

Items a and b were accomplished simultaneously by the motor redesign shown in Figure

20. The face seals were removed. To incorporate the new seals, the existing rotor and

stator were each shortened by 0.50 inch, with half removed from each end. Rotor end

plates, each 0.25-inch thick were bolted to each end of the rotor. Spacer plates having the

same thickness as the rotor end plates were installea on each end of the stator. These are

machined eccentrically with regard to the stator but are concentric to the rotor.

Three-piece spring-loaded carbon seals were installed in the rotor end plates

contacting the inside diameter of the spacer plates to form the end seals. The benefits

expected from this design modification were:

a. Reduction of leakage into the end cavity with corresponding reduction of

overboard leakage and thermal distortion effects.

b. Leakage into the end cavity is independent of the end clearance. The

clearance may be increased to any amount necessary to accommodate axial thermal

expansion.

c. Leakage occurring around the end clearance of the blades does not bypass the
motor and can thus perform some useful work.

In addition, the spring-loaded pushrod was redesigned to incorporate a series-parallel

stack of small Belleville springs to replace the O-rings previously used. These were 0.137

*inch O.D. by 0.093 inch I.D., and 0.010 inches thick with a height of 0.015 -inches and

maximum deflection of 0.005 inches each. This new combination provided a possibility of
operation under hot gas conditions. Capability to vary the spring rate was provided by

spacers of various lengths which could be added to the push rod, replacing a number of the

springs.

The modified motor was assembled with phenolic blades and subjected to cold gas

testing to characterize performance of the new configuration. Performance results with

several versions of this configuration are summarized in Table 7 for test sequences I

through 26.

Sequences I - 3 -- Initial tests using unvented blades produced similar results. The

motor would start to spin at low pressure and then stop at about LO rpm as the ramp

pressure was applied. It was noted that the motor would restart at low pressure as svste'n

inlet pressure bled down, indicating that the pressure loads on the tips of the blades were
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overcoming the pushrod spring loads as inlet pressure increased. There was also concern

that the new carbon end seals might be causing excessive friction by means of an

unbalanced pressure load.

The results of these runs led to a test which simulated previous configurations as

closely as was possible with the new design, specifically, the end seals were removed and

the blades were vented on the trailing side as in Runs 31 through 39B shown previously in

Table 4.

Sequence 4 was run in the above described configuration and achieved 4,970 rpm in

6.6 seconds from the start of the pressure ramp. This result proved that the end plates are

performing a useful function in keeping leakage past the blades within the motor, since

the time is comparable to the best previous runs with 15 percent less blade length and 19

percent less flow rate than comparable Run 35. Upon teardown, some galling was noted

between the OD of the new end plates 3nd offset spacers. The clearance was increased in

this area.

Sequence 5 was a repeat run with the end seals re-installed. This run achieved 5,000

rpm in 6.0 seconds. After shutdown and braking of the flywheel, a successful restart was

attempted with the motor allowed to spin only to 1,575 rpm prior to shutdown to minimize

wear on the phenolic blades.

Sequence 6 repeated the previous run, except that the wave springs under the end

seals were reformed to produce more spring force. This configuration reached 5,000 rpm

in 5.3 seconds, the best results to date.
The effect of the end seals can be seen in two measured parameters:

a. Orifice pressure drop (a partial measure of gas flow rate).

b. End cavity pressure (a measure of leakage).

Figure 21 shows the effect of the addition of end seals on the gas flow orifice

pressure drop. Total flow is reduced, leakage is reduced, and run time to 5,000 rpm

decreases, all leading to reduced total gas consumption.

Overboard leakage, as monitored by the end cavity pressure tap, was substantially

reduced by addition of the end seals, as shown in Figure 22. The Sequence 4 results are

similar to previous cold gas runs with the old motor configuration, having the same

maximum pressure and typical profile during the run. Addition of the end seals resulted in

an order of magnitude reduction in the cavity pressure and thus of overboard leakage.

As a result of the galling problems experienced in Sequence 4, it was known that the

radius of the end seals was no longer a good match with the T.D. of the off-set spacers.
I

since their diameters had been increased to prevent metal-to-netal contact. The
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individual segments of the three-piece carbon end seals are somewhat flexible, therefore

another run was planned having a further increase in the wave-spring force to see if

leakage could be further reduced.

Sequence 7 -- For the final test of this series the spring load on the end seals was

again increased by incorporation of a fixed shim beneath the wave spring. Minor

modifications to the end plates were accomplished to prevent pushrod interference and

allow a common blade configuration for all positions. With these modifications, a start

and partial restart were conducted. The full duration start achieved a time just slightly

better than the 5.3 seconds of Sequence 6, with similar results in the end cavity pressure

measurement.

6. ALTERNATE BLADE MATERIAL EVALUATION

As a result of problems experienced with blade breakage and wear, materials with

higher strength characteristics were examined to find suitable candidates for test.

Materials selected for test consisted of:

a. Carbon-carbon composite infiltrated with silicon carbide to improve strength

and hardness

b. Inconel 600 flame sprayed with a high-temperature lubricant coating

c. A sintered powder metal blade of chrome/nickel post-impregnated with a high-

temperature lubricant material

d. A high aluminum content cast iron having reduced density and high hardness

e. Aluminum treated with a proprietary "Banadize" process to produce an

extremely hard surface coating.

The results of tests conducted with these materials are presented in the following

paragraphs.

7. SILICON CARBIDE INFILTRATED CARBON-COMPOSITE BLADES

Samples of the previous blade materials (carbon composite and phenolic) were sent

to Refractory Composites, Inc., Pacoima, California (the supplier of the silicon-carbide

blades) for relative strength testing. Results indicated that the silicon-carbide blades

could be expected to be several times stronger than the carbon-composite material, but

*0 not as strong as the phenolic. Sample sets of blades were fabricated for testing.

Three tests vere conducted with the silicon carbide-infiltrated blades.

Sequence 3 -- During the first test, the motor accelerated to 1,170 rpm and stopped

abruptly. Teardown inspection revealed apparent delamination and chipping on the contact

* edge of approximately half of the blades, with several blades showing no apparent
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damage. On the assumption that this might be only a quality problem with some of the

blades and that some of the blades had inherently better construction than others of the

lot, they were reused for the next run together with new blades.

The blades are abrasive, as might be expected from the silicon carbide infiltration,

and produced some polishing of the mating bore.

Sequence 9 -- In this run, the motor speed reached only 770 rpm before stopping.

Teardown again showed delamination and a chipping-type failure of the blade edges.

It was not clear whether the blade failures were all caused by the same mechanism

or whether an initial failure introduced particles which then caused failure of other

blades.

To determine if friction was the cause of initial failures, a set of blades was

lubricated with molybdenum disulfide (as used in tests with the phenolic blades) to

evaluate the effect. The object was to determine if a lubricant such as the type being

used in the powder metal blades could be used to infiltrate these blades if lubrication was

the only problem.

Sequence 10 - This run achieved a speed of 3,360 rpm prior to blade failure. In this

case, fairly large chunks were removed from one side of each blade corresponding to a

raised groove of 0.002- to 0.004-inch height about 0.5-inch wide in the stator, probably

caused by a piece from the first failed blade. This was the most damage that had occurred

to the stator as a result of any blade failure, and was most likely due to the hardness and

abrasive nature of the material. These results indicate that there is a basic structural

problem with these blades, independent of the lubrication effects.

With the possibiity of severe damage to the stator if further, runs were attempted,

no further tests were planned with these blades until the other candidates had been

evaluated. The supplier indicated that further improvements in the blade strength could

be accomplished by a change to the processing. New parts were therefore started into the

manufacturing cycle to be used if further tests were desired with this material at a later

date.

3. LUBRICANT-COATED INCONEL 600 BLADES

The next material to be evaluated was Inconel 600. Friction coefficients for most

metals are excessive, therefore a survey of high-temperature lubricant coatings was

conducted. The use of plasma-sprayed metal-glass and metal-glass-fluoride coatings for

bearing lubrication up to 1,650°F is discussed in Reference (2). Friction coefficients range

from 0.4 at ambient temperature to 0.2 at 1,650'F. Addition of silver to the mixture was
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shown (Reference (3)) to reduce the ambient temperature friction coefficient to 0.25,

such that over the range of temperature the coefficient varied between 0.25 and 0.2.

Inconel 600 blades were fabricated approximately 0.020-inch undersize in all

dimensions to allow for the final coating thickness. The blades were coated with SURF-

KOTE C-800, the trade name for a metal-glass-fluoride high-temperature lubricant

applied per NASA Specification PS-101 by Hohman Plating and Manufacturing, Inc.,

Dayton, Ohio. The coating, applied by plasma spraying, consists of 30 percent nichrome,

30 percent silver, 25 percent calcium fluoride, and 15 percent glass by weight. The

composition of the glass is 58 percent SiO 2 , 21 percent BaO, 8 percent CaO, and 13

percent K 2 0.

The coated blades must be machined dry at very low surface speed to avoid

smearing the metal constituent over the lubricating material. Following completion of
0

machining, the blades are heat treated in air for four hours at 1,600 F. The stated purpose

of the heat treatment (Reference (2)) is to produce a solid-state migration of fluorides

along the surface and also to mildly pre-oxidize the exposed metal. The surface is thus

entirely covered with a combined fluoride-oxide film to prevent direct metal-to-metal

adhesive contacts during sliding.

Sequence I1 - Prior to testing with the coated Inconel 600 blades a checkout test,

Sequence 11, was conducted with phenolic blades and spring-loaded pushrods to verify

motor performance after cleanup of the stator bore to remove effects of the damage

resulting from the failure of the silicon carbide composite blades. This test resulted in a

time of 5.5 seconds to reach 5,000 rpm, consistent with the previous test results.

Sequence 12A -- The coated Inconel blades were installed in the motor with the

spring-loaded pushrods for cold gas testing. Low-speed rotation of the motor installed in a

lathe resulted in a squealing sound typical of unlubricated parts. The motor was

qualitatively more difficult to turn by hand than with previous blades tested.

When pressurized at low pressure, the motor started to turn readily. An initial run

was started, and terminated at 1,700 rpm to review the data prior to proceeding.

Sequence 12B -- A second start was conducted attempting to reach 5,000 rpm. The

acceleration on the second start was somewhat reduced, e.g., during the first run, the

acceleration between 714 rpm and 1,428 rpm was 74.8 rad/sec 2 (45-degree slope on the

strip chart), 'while for the second run, the acceleration was only 55.3 radisec 2 . (Com-

parable acceleration with phenolic blades was [38.4 rad/sec 2 .) The motor reached 3.60

rpm in 9.6 seconds, and was still accelerating slowly when the run was terminated.
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Sequence 12C -- A final start was conducted with higher inlet pressure, 1,450 psig

vs. the normal 1,100 psig. The initial acceleration rate improved to 93.5 rad/sec 2, but

then decreased due to an inadequate gas supply which decayed in pressure over the run to

about 1,000 psig at the end of the run. The motor reached 3,928 rpm, at which point it was

accelerating very slowly. The run was terminated at 10.3 seconds. Disassembly revealed

significant wear at the blade tips although coating material was still present. The
material appeared to smear over the edge of the blade somewhat. This is due possibly to

the fact that the material is better suited to application to a concave surface as in a

bearing bore. Further, there was evidence of high forces in the direction of the rotor slots

since the pushrods had deformed the edges of the blade slightly. One blade, possibly due to

this swaging action, was quite tight in the slot and could be felt when the motor was

rotated by hand as a "cogging" effect as the pushrod/spring combination went solid,

forcing the blade to move.

The results, while not totally as desired, were encouraging from the standpoint that

the blades, while being greater than 6 times the weight, did not apparently generate 6
times the frictional torque. In an attempt to determine the ratio of the frictional torques,

the motor deceleration curves after flow cutoff for the phenolic blades and metal blades

were analyzed. The effect of the added blade mass on the rotor inertia was calculated to

increase the deceleration time by 23 percent for the metal blade run. Actually, this run

decelerated in 68.6 percent of the phenolic blade time between 4,000 and 3,000 rpm. Thus,

the drag torque ratio is approximated by:

Drag Torque Metal 1.23 1 79
Drag Torque Phenolic - 0.686

The testing with metal blades emphasized the effects of the blade weight/frictional

drag on the motor operation. To be successful, the blade weight would have to be reduced

(which would reduce strength) or counterbalanced. Three configuration options were

considered for improving the performance of metal blades, these were:

a. Lighter blades with spring-loaded pushrods

b. Linked blades with the stator bore shape modified (on the power side) to allow

constant length blades with minimum clearance. Linking the blades effectively eliminates
the blade centrifugal force loading and frictional effects, since the opposing blades

balance each other except for the small contribution as the center of nass of the pair

moves eccentrically relative to the rotor center.
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c. Linked blades with spring-loaded insert tips to provide length compensation.

These would require a wider slot at the top of the rotor to accommodate the tip insert.

9. MOTOR FRICTION ANALYSIS

'ro better understand the effects of friction coefficient and blade weight on motor

performance, and to aid in interpretation of test results, additional analytical studies

were conducted by Prof. C. H. Wolgemuth.

The model previously developed was modified to account for pushrods between the

blades. A simplified approach was taken which ignores the spring force (negligible with

respect to other forces) but allows transfer of force between pairs of blades. The vane-

free body diagram is shown in Figure 23. The model includes normal forces due to W 2 r and

d2 r/dt 2 components, tangential forces resulting from ow/dt and coriolis components (the

latter arising from the vane motion in a rotating reference system), pressure forces in the

normal and tangential directions, and gravitational forces. In the axial direction friction

force (identified as Fend in Figure 23, is developed only on the portion of the blade

exposed above the rotor as it contacts the eccentric spacer, consistent with the revised

motor design.

To minimize the effects of blade weight, a concept was conceived whereby opposite

pairs of blades would be linked together to counterbalance the weight. A simplified model

of this concept was also analyzed as shown in Figure 24, considering the same dynamic

forces as the pushrod model.

Pressure in the control volume behind the blade (lagging control volume) was

computed from the leakage model for the desired absolute inlet pressure of 1,115 lbf/in.

as shown in Figure 25, where the centerline of the inlet port occurs at 0 = 215 degrees.

Forces, available gas power, and friction power losses versus angle were computed for

various combinations of friction coefficient, inlet pressure, rotational speed and vane

porting. Results of these calculations are summarized in Table 8, which also shows the

maximum normal tip force near 6 = 0 degrees (the location of full vane extension where

breakage typically occurs) and the angle at which it occurs. Figures 26 (pushrod model)

and 27 (linked-rigid model) present tip and end forces, F3 and Fen d versus rotation angle

for identical friction coefficient, blade mass, speed, and blade venting. The latter figure

also incorporates the tangential reaction force FRT1 (Ref. Figure 24) between the blade

and stator. Linking the blades has the effect of reducing the peak normal force from 740

lbf for the pushrod case to 492 lbf. Referring to the underlined cases in Table 8 for

venting to the lagging control volume, it is noted that both configurations produce 10.51

hp/vane; however, the friction power for the linked vanes is 8.07 hp/vane versus 13.36
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hp/vane for the pushrod case, a 40% reduction (of course this latter case, having a friction

loss greater than its fluid input power would never have reached the speed at which the
calculation was performed). Venting the leading edge of the blade with the linked blade

model resulted in forces as shown in Figure 28. Of major significance to the blade

breakage problem is the fact that the tip force, F3 , is zero at maximum blade extension

(0 = 0) and achieves a low peak of approximately 250 lbf, nearly 75 degrees later when

blade extension is substantially reduced. Friction power is further reduced to 5.88 hp/vane

for leading edge venting, a 27 percent reduction from the case with trailing edge venting.

Figure 29 presents friction power per vane versus coefficient of friction for all

cases run at 4,000 rpm, showing the effects of blade mass, venting location, and linking of
the blades. The case for the pushrod weight of 0.18 lbf approximates the test case with

lubricant coated Inconel 600 blades (test sequence 12C of Table 7). Since the motor

acceleration was essentially zero at 4,000 rpm, the crossover point of the plot with the

theoretical gas power defines the approximate overall coefficient of friction which is seen
to be 0.314. This is consistent with the coating wear on the blade tip, where significant

uncoated metal was observed at the end of the run, increasing the friction coefficient

above the 0.2 value typical of the coating.

It should be noted that the above analysis does not account for changes in leakage in

the various models. For example, zero values of tip force F3 , as occur in Figure 23 from 1

210 to 3600 imply that the blade is forced off the stator, thus allowing leakage to occur.

Therefore, maximum motor efficiency does not necessarily occur for the minimum

friction configuration, but as a tradeoff between leakage and friction.

As a preliminary to possible linked-blade tests and to provide additional information

regarding blade pressure balance, a series of tests were conducted with phenolic blades

and solid pushrods. The configurations tested and results obtained are summarized below.

Sequence 13 -- Solid pushrods were assembled with a set of phenolic blades, sized to

produce minimum blade clearance of approximately 0.003 inch at closest approach. This

configuration rotated very readily by hand with minimum drag. Time to speed was 9.!L

seconds, significantly slower than the 5.0 to 5.5 seconds normally achieved with the

spring-loaded pushrods. The difference was felt to be due in part to the fact that blade

pressure balancing slots are on the trailing edge side of the blade, thus, blades

approaching the inlet from the exhaust port are forced open by the unbalanced effect of

inlet pressure, ailowing leakage flow to produce reverse toraue.

Sequence la -- This ruin was a re eat of Seatience t3, exceot that the blades were

reversed in the slots to Put the )ressure vents on the leading edge. The attempt Vas to
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better pressure balance the blades, reducing reverse torque to improve overall perfor-

mance. Time to speed with this configuration was 8.1 seconds, an improvement of 1.3

seconds or 13.8 percent.

Sequence 15A and 15B -- In order to determine whether the existing pressure

balancing slot sizes were sufficient, Sequence 14 was repeated, except the slot area on

the blades was doubled. Time-to-speed was 8.6 seconds in both Sequence 15A and 15B,

possibly indicating that the added slot area was contributing to additional leakage through

the motor by providing less flow resistance to leak paths that occur from underneath the

blade, e.g. through the pushrod clearances.

10. MODEL CONFIRMATION TESTS
To investigate the improvements suggested by the analytical study, several tests

were conducted as described in the following paragraphs.

Sequence 16 -- This test was the first conducted with a set of linked blades. The

mechanism for tying pairs of blades together is shown in Figure 30. To assemble the
blades into the rotor, the tie rods are first installed into one blade, and the hollow

pushrods assembled over the tie rods. This subassembly is then installed on the rotor,
leaving the threaded tie rods extending into the opposite blade slot. The opposite blade is

then installed over the tie rods and inserted into the slot until the end of the tie rod

appears at the cut-out in the blade. The nuts are then installed. As they are tightened, the

blade is drawn into the slot, bottoming on the pushrod. In this position, the nuts are

approximately half buried in the slot, and thus cannot fall out in operation. This

configuration, running in a fixed diameter bore, has leakage clearances ranging from the

setup minimum of approximately 0.003 inch at 90 degrees of rotation to 0.030 inch at 180

degrees rotation, resulting in major internal leakage.

Peak speed with this configuration was 3,000 rpm, occurring 15.5 seconds after

initiation. These results were very encouraging considering the leakage situation, and

indicated that reducing !eakage via a constant length configuration stator should substan-

tially improve the performance while maintaining friction at reduced levels.

Sequence 17 -- This test was conducted with lightweight Inconel 600 coated metal

blades (0.107 Ibm vs. the 0.188 Ibm of the solid blades) te confirm the analytical study

results. The weight reduction was accomplished by electric discharge machining internal
square holes from the base of the blade nearly to the tip, leaving small webs between

adjacent holes. This produced a honeycomb-like configuration having higher bending

strength than if material had to be removed from the exterior surface. Based on previous

tests with phenolic blades, the blade slots were faced forward for optimum performance.
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Spring loaded pushrods were installed. This test was very successful, resulting in a 6.3

second run time to reach 4,870 rpm at which point the run was terminated although still

accelerating. Extrapolation of the curve indicates that an additional 0.5 seconds would

have been required to reach 5,000 rpm had the run been continued. Post-test teardown

indicated that a major portion of the lubricant coating was gone from the tip surface.

Sequence 18 -- Results with the linked blades in Sequence 16 indicated the

possibility of improved performance if clearances could be minimized over the total

cycle. As a first approximation to a constant length geometry a second circular bore,
offset from the first in the direction of the inlet, was considered since it would be

relatively simple to incorporate into the existing design. A computer program was

established to assist in optimizing the location and size of the second bore prior to
fabrication. The results indicated that an offset of the stator nominal centerline of 0.039

inches horizontally and 0.003 inches vertically (in the direction of the inlet) should be

combined with a radius equal to 0.013 inches less than the existing bore. This produced a

worst-case clearance of 0.0018 inches near the inlet and 0.0015 inches 90 degrees further

in rotation. This configuration was incorporated into a new stator of the heavyweight

design.

The linked metal blades were run in the new offset stator with slots facing rear.

While analytical study results indicated this was not optimum for performance, it was the

same as in the previous run in the round stator. Also, slight mismatches of the pushrod

locations prevented reversing this configuration. Upon installation, the clearances were

found to be slightly higher than expected (0.004 vs. 0.002 inch) probably due to the fact

that the simplified analysis to optimize the offset geometry does not account for the

shifting of the contact point on the blade as it rotates in the bore. This is still a

substantial improvement over the 0.030 inch worst-case clearance that existed in the

round stator. In the test run, the motor accelerated smoothly to 5,000 rpm in 9.7 seconds.

a marked improvement over the previous test which achieved only 3,000 rpm in 15.5

seconds.

Teardown inspection indicated that the coating was conpletely gone fro-n the tip

and some increase in clearance to 0.008 - 0.010 had occurred as a result of wear.

Sequence 19 - This test duplicated Sequence 17 except that solid pushrods were

used instead of the spring-loaded ones. A speed of 4,870 rpm mas the rnaxirnum that could

be achieved with this configuration and was reached in 3.6 seconds. The run was continued

for an additional second at constant speed prior to shutdown. Teardown inspection
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revealed total loss of coating at the blade tip and evidence of some scuffing and metal

deposition on the stator.

Sequence 20 -- 7075 aluminum blades were fabricated and subjected to the

proprietary Banadize coating by Lovatt Technology Corporation, Santa Fe Springs,

California. The blades, as received, did not have as thick a coating as expected resulting

in an increase in clearance in the slot. The manufacturer indicated that the thickness

varies with the type of aluminum and that the thickness applied was maximum for this

material. The surface coating was very hard and also extremely smooth.

The blades were installed, slots forward, in the round stator with spring-loaded

pushrods. A speed of 3,360 rpm was achieved in 6.7 seconds at which point the

acceleration rate went to zero. Disassembly revealed total loss of the tip coating with

smearing of the base metal. Heavy pushrod indications occurred in the base of the blade.

It was apparent that despite the hard surface coating the parent material did not have

sufficient strength to withstand the high unit loads imposed on the blades.

Sequence 21 -- This test duplicated Sequence 20 except the lubricant-impregnated

chrome/nickel powder metal blades were employed. These blades were fabricated by

Astro Met Associates, Inc. Cincinnati, Ohio.

The composition of the alloy powder for the parts was:

Component Weight, %

Nickel 72.8

Chromium 15.00

Iron 7.00

Carbon 0.05

Silicon 0.40

Aluminum 0.75

Manganese 0.50

Copper 0.05

Niobium 0.90

Titanium 2.50

Sulfur 0.007

The sintered part is approximately 67 percent of solid metal density. The natrix is
impregnated with a mixture (by weight) of 62 percent BaF 2 and 38 percent CaF. Bearing

tests with this material, reported in Reference (4), also show low friction coefficient \vith

the advantage that surface wear continuously exposes new lubricant material.
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Considering that a linked configuration of these blades might be used in a later test,

the slot location was changed to the center of the blade with a single slot instead of two

to avoid interference of the linking mechanism with the slots as had previously occurred

(Ref. Figure 30). This change reduced total slot area by 25 percent. With this configura-

tion, a speed of 4,530 rpm was reached in 7.9 seconds at which point the speed curve went

flat. Teardown inspection revealed two opposed blades broken along the edge of the slot.

A relatively sharp corner at the base of the slot appeared to act as a stress-riser. Pushrod

indentations were evident on the base of the blade. Tip wear was smooth on the blade
although some indication existed of a swaging action tending to bulge and thicken the

blade at the tip.

Sequence 22 -- This test was conducted with cast iron blades having a high aluminum

content. The blade blanks were cast by Battelle, Columbus, Ohio to have the following

composition.

Component Weight, %

Carbon 1.5

Silicon 3.65

Manganese 0.7

Aluminum 21.5

Iron Balance

The cast blanks were approximately 3.5-inch by 1.5-inch by 0.25-inch in size as

received. The blanks were ground to finish thickness and then machined to the final blade

dimensions. These blades were again fabricated with a single vent slot in the center.

Installation was the same as the previous test.

This test achieved a speed of 3,514 rpm in 4.3 seconds and stopped abruptly. Three

blades were found to be broken (each in the upper left hand corner). The most significant

result of this test was that tip wear was very low with no smearing of the metal since it is

very hard.

11. RESUMPTION OF HOT FIRE TESTING

To investigate the effects of the changes to the motor design on the thermal

expansion problems previously experienced, hot gas testing was resumed. Performance

data for hot gas runs RH-I through RH-2713 are summarized in Table 9.

Sequence RH-I -- This initial test was conducted with phenolic blades since a final

blade selection had not yet been made. It was recognized that the blades would not

survive more than one run but it was anticipated that they would survive long enough to

provide useful information regarding any remaining end clearance problems.
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This proved to be incorrect. Blade failure occurred at 1,200 rpm after about [.5

seconds of operation therefore any potential galling problems were not experienced.

The acceleration rate was slower than normal due to a low inlet pressure of 750 psig
versus the normal cold gas inlet pressure of 1,100 psig. The gas generator was appare:lv

incapable of keeping up with the required motor flow rate.

Sequence RH-2 -- This run was a checkout firing of the gas generator without the
motor. With inlet pressure of 1,500 psig and a chamber pressure of 1,070 psig, the flow

rate from the generator was 0.28 Ibm/sec., initially assumed adequate for the motor but

unacceptable with the higher leakage rates currently being experienced.

To overcome this problem, a different gas generator was employed for future high
pressure tests. This unit is capable of operation at higher flow rate and operating pressure

to produce the required inlet pressure to the motor.

Sequence RH-3 -- A test was set up with the lightweight coated Inconel blades to
investigate performance under hot conditions. This test was relatively unsuccessful since

the motor turned slowly then jammed. The problem appeared to be that the higher

coefficient of thermal expansion of the metal blades requires more clearance (both in

blade length and thickness) if metal blades are ultimately to be used in the motor since

they expand significantly more than the carbon composite blades.

Sequence RH-4 - Since significant modifications to the design had been accomn-

plished subsequent to the last use of carbon composite blades it was decided to re-test

them in the new motor configuration. The oval stator was used which allows fixed length
pushrods. The pushrods are notched at both ends to surround the blade, thereby partially

sealing a leak path around the blade which occurs because the pushrods are larger in

diameter than the blade thickness.

The first test was a low pressure cold gas checkout run (Run 23 as reoorted in Table
7). Acceptable performance was obtained and the configuration was committed to hot

, testing.

Sequence RH-5 -- This test achieved a speed of 1,250 rpm with pressure and speed
versus time as shown in Figure 31 at which point rotation stopped. Vhile hot, the rotor

could not be turned by hand but did rotate after cooldown. Teardown revealed rotor/stator
* rubbing under the inlet due to thermal expansion of the rotor.

Sequence RH-6 -- The run above was repeated after the rotor had been machined to

produce a circumferential groove 1-inch wide and 0.0l0-inch deep Under *he :nle: to
increase clearance in the area of maximum heat flux. The results essentiallv duplicated

the previous run as shown in Figure 32. Teardown inspection showed the rubbing 'o o(-cir
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at the edges of the previously machined groove. The corner of the groove now had become

the higher heat flux area.

Sequence RH-7 - The rotor clearance was machined to the 0.010-inch depth across
its entire length and the rotor was re-installed for test. This run, shown in Figure 33,
achieved 5,000 rpm for the first time in a hot-fire test. As noted in the figure, the

acceleration was smooth and nearly constant over the whole speed range.

Sequence RH-8 - This run was a repeat of Sequence RH-7 and duplicated the
previous results. Ramp times were 15.2 seconds for Sequence RH-7 and 13.8 seconds for

Sequence RH-8. The limiting factor on speed was the flow output of the gas generator
which produced a maximum output pressure in the range of 675 psig. A higher flow

capacity gas generator was obtained and adapted to the motor inlet for further testing.
Sequence RH-9 - For this test, the feed pressure to the new gas generator was set

to achieve an estimated pressure inid-way between the 675 psig achieved in Sequence

RH-7 and RH-8 and the 1,100 psig typically used in cold gas testing. For the actual run, a
peak inlet pressure of 915 psig was achieved. Substantial improvement in operation was
observed with ramp time reduced to 7.5 seconds as shown in Figure 34.

Sequence RH-10 - The gas generator inlet pressure was raised again for this run
resulting in a peak chamber pressure of 1,062 psig and a ramp time of 6.1 seconds with
total run time on the order of 8.0 seconds. These results are plotted in Figure 35.

Since the angular acceleration is seen to be virtually constant over the ramp time,
this run was used to calculate the actual motor torque output. The mean angular

acceleration over the ramp is:

d2 a 2- (,000-286 2f

dt2  T2 - 1  - 6.1 60

80.9 rad/sec
2

For the flywheel inertia of 27.7 lbf-ft 2 the net torque was found to be 69.7 ft-lbf,
well within the limiting value of 120 ft-lbf allowed.

Time to achieve 5,000 RPM versus motor inlet peak pressure at the end of the run
for Sequences RH-7 through RH-10 is plotted in Figure 36.

12. RE-TEST OF SILICON CARBIDE INFILTRATED COMPOSITE BLADES

The success with the carbon composite blades led to consideration of re-evaluation
of the silicon carbide configuration since blade wear could be significantly reduced with

these harder blades.
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Sequence RH-I I - The motor accelerated to approximately 300 rpm at low pressure

and stalled out upon application of the ramp pressure. After venting the system pressure,

the motor could be rotated by hand. Teardown revealed no broken blades or obvious

problems. The motor was re-assembled for test.

Sequence RH-12 -- The motor refused to turn upon application of the low pressure

portion of the ramp. After tank venting, the motor was found to be f-ee and capable of

rotation. A second start was attemped with identical results. During teardown, it was

observed that one. of the bearings was quite rough. It could be rotated by hand but had

obvious damage. It was concluded that the probable cause of the problems noted above

was lockup of the bearing under the high side load resulting from the applied pressure. The

bearing was replaced.

Sequence RH-13 - This run started and appeared to accelerate normally. The
tachometer readout was lost during the run and shutdown was commanded to avoid

possible overspeed. Post-test review of the backup optical sensor data from the

oscillograph revealed a speed of 4,100 rpm with an estimated ramp time of 5.1 seconds

from 490 rpm to 4,100 rpm.

Sequence RH-14 - The motor was inspected and found to be in good condition

except that the mild steel rotor end plates were beginning to bow outward at the outer

diameters due to operation at the high temperature with the applied pressure load acting

behind them since there is not seal between the plates and rotor.

New end plates were fabricated of Hastelloy C material to reduce this bowing

tendency in future hot runs; however, for this test, the old end plates were straightened to

facilitate operations while new plates were fabricated.

Motor startup and ramping were smooth, however, the ramp time from 360 rpm to
4,070 rpm required II seconds at which point shutdown was commanded.

The previous runs with carbon/carbon composite blades were compared to the silicon

carbide blade runs for possible differences to explain the almost 2 to I variation in ramp

time observed.

* A greater indication of wear on the stator with the silicon carbide blades indicated

higher friction which would reduce performance. Also, the vent slot locations were found

to be different. The carbon/carbon blades were cut down from existing blades previously

tested with the cam positioning system. Since the older blades had notches at the base at

each end to accommodate the cam operation system, they were cut back to the new

stator length from either or both ends depending on the slot in which they were to be

installed. This was done to assure that the full blade width was available in the pushrod
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location (which varies for each pair of slots to avoid interference). The result was that the

vent slots always fell between a pair of pushrods. With the silicon carbide blades (which
were designed for the shorter rotor) the slots already exist and, in some blade locations,

the slots overlap a pushrod. The effect of this difference is that the carbon/carbon blades

have only 60 percent of their base area vented to the leading cavity (as opposed to the 100

percent expected) due to the partial sealing between under-blade cavities in the axial

direction afforded by the pushrods.

Hand calculations were performed for several rotational positions of the blades

indicating reduced tip force in some areas and increases in others with an apparent net

favorable effect. Professor Wolgemuth re-analyzed the computer runs on the last two

cases of his report (previously shown in Table 8) using a base area of two-thirds the

previous value. The resulting friction power (per vane) for friction coefficients of 0.2 and

0.4 were 4.17 and 9.07 hp, reductions of 26.2 and 21.3 percent, respectively, from their

previous values.

Pursuing these results further it was estimated that venting part of the under-blade

area to the low pressure side and part to the high pressure would result in near-perfect

pressure balance of the blade throughout a complete revolution, minimizing friction and

also potentially reducing leakage by forcing the blades into contact with the stator on the

power portion of the cycle.

To investigate this effect a set of cold gas runs were conducted with phenolic blades

as summarized in previous Table 7.

Sequence C-24 - Phenolic blades were machined to locate the vent slots between

the pushrods as was the case with the .rbon composite blades exhibiting the best

performance in hot fire tests. These blades were installed with the vents on the leading

edge of the blade (with solid pushrods) into the oval stator. With a nitrogen inlet pressure

of 1,128 psig, the ramp time to 5,000 rpm was 9.1 seconds.

Sequence C-25 -- The phenolic blades from the previous run were reworked to

provide small vent slots on the opposite (trailing edge) side of the blade. This vents the

under-blade cavities outside the pushrods to the high pressure side of the blade. When this

configuration was tested with an inlet pressure of 1,148 psig the ramp time was reduced

to 6.85 seconds, an improvement of 24.7 percent. If inlet pressure had been reduced for

this run such that the same ramp time was obtained as in the prior run, a reduction in gas

consumption would have been achieved.

These results, although based on limited testing, were considered sufficientl,!

conclusive such that the double venting approach was incorporated in subsequent testing.
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13. LOW TEMPERATURE TESTING
Sequence RH-15 - In preparation for the -65°F start testing, the gas generator was

repacked with additional catalyst and subjected to a checkout firing at ambient

temperature to establish a start sequence since the hardware being employed had not been

designed or optimized for a low temperature start environment.

Sequence RH-16 -- During the first low temperature start a problem was en-
0countered in actuating the propellant valve at -65 F and the actual start, consisting of a

200 ms pulse followed by the normal low feed pressure steady-state and ramp to high feed
pressure occurred at -55°F. Satisfactory ignition was obtained; however, during the high

feed pressure operation the outlet gas temperature dropped off indicating unstable

operation of the catalyst bed with the cold propellant.

Since this hardware could not be readily modified to solve this problem, a second gas

generator of the type originally employed was obtained. This was manifolded in parallel
with the original gas generator to assure adequate flow rate capability.

Sequence RH-17 - A checkout firing was accomplished with the dual gas generator

at -65 0 F conditions. The previous fuel control valve opening problem at low temperature
was resolved by incorporation of a 40-volt power supply to the valve.

Initial propellant entering the gas generator was at -47°F since some heatup

occurred in the line while the system was being calibrated prior to firing. After

approximately 0.5 seconds of operation, incoming propellant was -62°F. Operation of the

gas generator pair was smooth with rising but stable gas temperature throughout the run.
Sequence RH-1S - Based on the results of the C-24 and C-25 tests with phenolic

blades, the secondary vent slots were machined into the carbon composite blades for these
tests. To simulate the low temperature torque requirement of the APU, the second

flywheel was installed on the test stand raising the total inertia to 41.2 lbf-ft2 . The dual

gas generator was also installed. Because of the time required to install the motor after

removal from the conditioning chamber, the unit was conditioned below -650F to assure it

7 would not be above the desired temperature at startup. Since the motor is conditioned in

the same chamber as the propellant, this resulted in the propellant being subcooled also

such that ignition took place with propellant near -750 F. As might be expected, a long
ignition delay occurred on the initial pulse. Ignition was achieved and subsequent startup

was normal.

No rotation of the motor occurred and the test was terminated. It was concluded
that the initial pressure was not high enough to overcome the bearing drag due to the

effect of the subcooled temperature on the bearing grease, and that subsequent tests

* - should be run at higher pressure.
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Sequence C-26 -- Prior to attempting another hot gas test, a checkout of the motor
was made at ambient temperature with cold gas. Normal startup was achieved and the run

was terminated at 2,300 rpm. Starting pressure was 188 psig and peak ramp pressure was

1,146 psig. Ramp time of 4.9 seconds to the noted speed indicated good performance with

the higher inertia of the heavy flywheel.

Sequence RH-19 -- For this run, fuel temperature at startup was -600 F. A long

ignition delay (on the order of 1.3 seconds) occurred on the initial pulse followed by a

pressure spike to 1,383 psig. Upon subsequent steady-state startup, fuel flowrate dropped

to a very low value, below the range at which the flowmeter would turn. Chamber
pressure was erratic and gas temperature was very low. No rotation of the motor was

observed.

Subsequent teardown of the motor revealed the cause of the problem. The excessive
pressure spike had broken the catalyst retention bedplate in one gas generator, spilling

catalyst into the motor inlet and tightly packing it such that the motor could not turn.

The most probable cause of this failure was the parallel gas generator flow arrangement.

Since ignition delay is not precisely repeatable at low temperature one generator ignited
before the other. The initial pressure spike was fed back through the fuel manifold forcing

flow at a high rate into the other gas generator inducing bed pressure drop significantly in

excess of design values precipitating failure of the bed plate.

Sequence RH-20 - A special test was conducted to evaluate the drag contribution
of the bearing grease under low temperature conditions. A special fluorinated grease,

Krytox 240AC, was being used in the bearings having a stated useful temperature range of

-30°F to -550°F with short term service to 600 0 F. The manufacturer, Dupont, states that
use at "much lower" temperature (unspecified) has been reported. Under these conditions

it is believed that the thickener acts as a solid lubricant. This grease was the apparent
source of the problem. The motor was pre-conditioned to -650F and an attempt was made

to rotate the motor shaft by hand. It could not be moved indicating that the bearings were

the source of the low temperature problem. As a check on these assumptions, the motor

was conditioned to -20 F for test. This is within the specified fluid range of the Krytox

240AC grease used in the bearings.

To avoid potential problems with the dual gas generator, this and subsequent tests

were conducted with ambient temperature propellant.
The motor started readily and achieved a ramp time of approximately 11.5 seconds

with fuel inlet pressure of 1,260 psig to the gas generator. A faulty chamber pressure

tr3nsducer prevented an accurate reading of inlet pressure to the motor.
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Sequence RH-21 -- This test was the first planned for the motor without refurbish-

ment and inspection after the previous firing. It also was to be a cautious first simulation

of a hot restart. The test was conducted at ambient temperature. The motor started

normally and was ramped to 1,710 rpm at which point the initial ramp was terminated.

The flywheel was then braked to a stop and the pressures re-set for the second start

attempt. The motor would not tUrn upon the second application of pressure. This was

initially assumed to be a thermal problem until it was determined, after motor cooldown

to ambient temperature, that the motor still would not rotate.

Teardown revealed that the cap screws holding the end plates to the rotor had

loosened and several were dragging on the end plate, preventing rotation. Initially, the end

plates had to be removable to allow installation of two of the pushrods. When the original

end plates were replaced with higher strength material, a rework was accomplished which

permits installation and removal of the pushrods with end plates installed, thus, there was

no reason not to make them a semi-permanent installation. This was accomplished by

spot-brazing each bolt head after installation.
Sequence RH-22 - This test was another attempt at -650F operation. To determine

if the bearing grease was the problem a substitute grease, Krytox 240AZ, was used which

is specified for operation to -65 0 F. Upon installation in the stand after the cold soak the

motor could be turned by rotating the flywheel by hand. Upon application of pressure,

normal operation was observed together with a ramp time of 10.4 seconds. This was

accomplished with a peak fuel inlet pressure of 1,259 psig and peak chamber pressure

(equivalent to motor inlet pressure) of 1,080 psig at the end of the run and 975 psig at the

start of the ramp.

14. LIMITED LIFE DEMONSTRATION

A series of tests encompassing 8 individual starts, were conducted without teardown

of the motor between firings as a preliminary limited life demonstration.

Demonstrations were accomplished with the motor conditioned to -65°F as well as a

series of increasing duration hot-restart tests culminating in a pair of full duration starts

with the large flywheel.

Sequence RH-23A and -23B -- This test was the first attempt at a hot restart after 0

having brazed the end plate cap screws in place. The first start had a ramp time of 5.8

seconds (equivalent in time to a full-speed ambient temperature motor start) and achieved
22,770 rpm with the large flywheel. Acceleration rate was 51.6 rad/sec

The flywheel was stopped and pressures re-cycled for a second start. For the run,
ramp duration was 4.7 seconds achieving a speed of 2,286 rpm. Acceleration rate was 54.6
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rad/sec , slightly above the initial rate. Peak gas generator pressures for the runs were

960 and 966 psig respectively, with corresponding maximum gas temperatures of 1,580 and

1,591°F.

Sequence RH-24A and -24B -- This test repeated the hot restart profile with slightly

longer run times. The first run ramped to 3,000 rpm in 6.2 seconds while the restart

ramped for 9.3 seconds and achieved 4,360 rpm. Peak chamber pressure for the runs were
1,020 psig and 1,035 psig with corresponding peak gas temperatures of 1,590 and 1,6000F.

Sequence RH-25A and -25B -- This run consisted of t , starts to 5,000 rpm. The

first start had a ramp time of 11.1 seconds, a peak inlet ssure of 1,035 psig and a

maximum gas temperature of 1,6000 F. For the second start -p time was 11.2 seconds

with inlet pressure of 1,050 psig and gas temperature of 10 0 F. This latter test is

considered an overstress test from the standpoint that for .-tual APU the required

torque-speed curve for the restart would be reduced compared to the initial -65 F start

attempt. Thus the run duration and motor heating experienced in a real case would be less

than has been demonstrated in this restart test.

Sequence RH-26A and -26B -- For this test, the motor was again conditioned to

-65 0 F prior to installation on the stand. The motor did not initially accelerate upon

application of low pressure. As ramp pressure increased, the motor started to turn. The

run was terminated by the technician due to excessive flame around the stand visible on

.* the TV monitor. Upon inspection after shutdown, it was found that the exhaust gas

* collector manifold was slightly mislocated allowing part of the exhaust holes to vent
*"externally. It was also noted that the motor was difficult to turn by hand. It vas decided

to continue with a hot restart. Upon application of low pressure the motor rotated

normally and ramped to 5,000 rpm in 12.6 seconds. This slower speed was partly attributed

to a lower than normal inlet pressure of 990 psig. Maximum gas temperature was 1,591 F

during the restart.

Teardown of the motor after this run revealed contamination of the fixed-end

bearing lubricant including a number of small metal chips. The opposite bearing showed no

damage and lubricant was apparent on the bearing. This condition confirms the need for a

secondary seal in the motor shaft-to-bearing area to minimize gas flow in this direction.

Subsequent to this investigation an additional cause for the slow start was

determined. A new conditioning chamber with digital controls (which does rot have a

continuous analog strip chart recording) was used in preconditioning the motor for this

test. The chamber is very accurately controlled to the set temperature. however, the

controller supplied with the unit was calibrated for centigrade rather than the fahrenhei:
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calibration that was ordered. Thus the motor was actually conditioned to -85 F prior to

the start, contributing to the slow startup that was observed.

Sequence RH-27A and -27B -- The life and wear that had been accumulated on the

carbon composite blades in previous tests was of concern if they were to be used in the

Life testing. The long lead time for fabrication of this material precluded obtaining any

additional blades in time to support the test. As an alternate, a block of existing material

was obtained from Polycarbon, Inc., North Hollywood, California and blades were

machined from the block.
A start and hot restart were accomplished with this material achieving ramp times

of 12.3 and 10.5 seconds respectively.
The blades were inspected after the test and found to be in good condition. As a

result of these tests, the new material was selected for the initial Phase IV life testing.

These tests concluded work on the Phase II effort. The initial scope of Phase III had

been planned as 35 hot fire tests including 10 full-duration starts at each of the three

temperatures (-650 F, ambient, +130 0 F). The actual testing was increased significantly due

to problems in achieving a satisfactory motor configuration and blade material for hot
operation. In all, 74 individual motor starts were a,':omplished, 41 with cold gas and 33

with hot gas. Of the 33 hot tests, 4 were low temperature start attempts and 5 were hot

restarts at temperatures above the design ambient upper limit of 1300F thereby verifying

capability in this area.
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SECTION V
LIFE TESTING

Program Phase IV was designed to obtain motor life information at preconditioning
temperatures of -65, ambient, and +130 0 F. The goal was to accomplish 100 starts without

maintenance as a means of evaluating potential life capability up to 1,000 starts.

To accomplish the maximum number of motor starts within the limited remaining

contract funds, restructuring of the program test plan was necessary. Previous demonstra-
tions of hot restart capability had shown that the motor could operate successfully with

motor start temperatures above 130 0 F, therefore, tests at this specific ambient precondi-

tioning temperature were eliminated.

Tests at -65 0 F require use of the heavy flywheel, a time consuming operation to

remove and re-install. Three possible choices were available.

a. Conduct all tests with the large flywheel. Since -65 0 F tests represent a small
fraction of the total tests, conducting all tests to a full 5,000 rpm represents a thermal
overstress for tests at ambient or hot restart conditions which would normally have a

shorter run time due to operation with the small flywheel.

b. Same as 1 except limit the run time in ambient and hot restarts to simulate

correct thermal input. With this approach the majority of the runs would not go to 5,000

rpm and thus would not experience the full blade loads.

c. Conduct all tests with the small flywheel. This approach was adopted for the
life testing since all runs experience full blade loads and only a minority of runs (the

-65 F starts) experience a less-than-normal thermal input.
Results of the last tests of Phase III revealed that the maximum number of

individual motor starts could be accomplished in a given time period by incorporation of a

hot restart after each ambient or low temperature start. Thus the life test sequence was

structured as follows:

Initial Start Cumulative
Test No. Temp. Hot Restart Starts

4-I -650F Yes 2
4-2 Ambient Yes
4-3 Ambient Yes 6
4-4 Ambient Yes 3
4-5 Ambient Yes 10
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This five-step sequence was to be repeated until the desired number of starts was

accumulated or motor breakdown occurred.

To assist in evaluation of the motor operation additional instrumentation was added.

Surface thermocouples were installed adjacent to the inlet (identified as TW-l in

subsequent tables) and 1200 away (TW-2) in the direction of rotation. Location of a

surface thermocouple in the third symmetrical location was not possible due to the

exhaust duct. This thermocouple, TW-3, was therefore of the immersion type and was

installed into a hole drilled lengthwise in the stator approximately 0.5 inches below the

surface. A fourth thermocouple, TW-4, was located on the outer support of the fixed-end

bearing in an attempt to monitor the bearing temperature both during the run and under

soakback conditions after a hot restart.

In a similar manner a port was drilled to intersect the first of the multiple exhaust

holes in the stator. Both pressure (PE) and exhaust temperature (TE) measurements were

made through this port. To obtain the best estimate of the static pressure in the motor

the exhaust port was plugged leaving only a small orifice to assure that the gas would not

stagnate in the port and prevent a good temperature measurement.

Intermittent operation of these thermocouples was a continuing problem in the life

tests as hot gas leakage from the bearing vents and around the exhaust duct damaged

leadwires and detached the thermocouples.

Run No. 4.IA and 4.IB -- The motor was assemblied with a set of newly fabricated

blades, pushrods, seals, and bearings. The blades were machined from the large block of

carbon composite material obtained from Polycarbon, Inc. The motor was conditioned to

-65°F and installed for test. Results of the initial start and hot restart are summarized in

Table 10. As a result of the time required to install the instrumentation prior to test, the

motor external temperature averaged -1 1.70 F at the start (although internal temperature

would be significantly lower) and 193 0 F at initiation of the hot restart. Time to speed was

9.7 and 9.0 seconds respectively for the cold start and hot restart. Propellant consumption

for each run was calculated by two methods. As listed in the tables, Method A employs

pre-and-post test readings of a calibrated sight glass while Method B uses average

flowmeter readings over the initial low pressure start, ramp, and acceleration portions of

the run. Problems exist with each method. For hot restarts, the propellant tank must be

re-filled rapidly for minimum down-time. This can result in bubbles in the sight glass

which distort the readings. The flowmeter method has problems due to the transient

nature of the flow, however, the acceleration phase is the longest and can be measured

accurately so that the discrepancies in the startup phases do not contribute najor error.
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Two values of exhaust pressure are shown representing the maximum and minimum

pressures in the cavity as the blade just crosses the first exhaust opening and the

subsequent pressu.re after 45 degrees of rotation. Substantial thermal drift occurred with

this instrumentation, thus the pressures recorded at the end of the ramp are most

representative.

Run No. 4.2A and 4.2B -- The second set of runs, shown in Table 1I were initiated at

average motor temperatures of 63 0 F and 255OF each having a ramp time of 10.8 seconds.

Run No. 4.3 - An attempt at a third series of runs was unsuccessful as the motor

would not turn. The problem was determined to be primarily of the form of surface

delamination of the blades. This is most likely due to having machined the blades from a

thick block with the result that part of the thickness of the outer layer of material was

machined away.

Run No. 5.A and 5.IB -- The motor was reassembled with the old carbon composite

blades used through most of the Phase III runs, a new set of pushrods and new bearings.

The first run, shown in Table 12, was again a start at low temperature. The temperature

data shown in the table is in error for Sequence A due to incorrect calibration set-up. Run

times of 11.3 and 9.9 seconds were recorded, the slower times being a result of reduced

inlet pressure as pressure drop built up in the gas generators due to accumulated firing

lite at high flow rate.

Run No. 5.2A and 5.2B -- These tests, shown in Table 13, again consisted of an

ambient start and hot restart with ramp times of 10.6 and 9.6 seconds.

Run No. 5.3A and 5.3B -- Test Run 5.3 is presented in Table 14. For these runs ramp

times of 16.5 and 19.7 seconds occurred, the result of further reduction in gas generator

output pressure. At the end of the second run, the motor was obviously experiencing

difficulty and then stopped abruptly. Teardown inspection indicated that a contributor to

the slow ramping was damage to (or loss of) parts of one or more blades leading to

excessive leakage. The motor is generally able to tolerate this since small pieces of the

blade material can exit the exhaust ports or get crushed between rotor and stator. The

ultimate cause of the motor stopping suddenly was the fact that a pushrod left its slot and

the end became trapped and deformed into the rotor/stator clearance totally jamming the

parts.

Run No. 6.1 -- Both gas generators were repacked to allow testing to continue. The

motor was re-built with new blades fabricated of the Polycarbon material, and also new

pushrods and bearings.

For Run No. 6.1 shown in Table 15, the motor was preconditioned overnight to -

V0 °F to allow time for setup. External stator temperatures n the range of -50 to -55°r
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were noted indicating that internal parts were at or below -650 F. Normal start and ramp
operation was observed with a ramp time of 9.0 seconds to 4,615 rpm. During the run a
leaking fitting at the gas generator inlet resulted in a minor fire therefore the run was

terminated before reaching 5,000 rpm. No hot restart could be attempted.
Run No. 6.2A -- Test 6.2A shown in Table 16 was an ambient temperature start.

Normal operation occurred with a ramp time of 10.4 seconds. In an attempt to determine

if the hot restarts were affecting the blade life, they were not attempted for this series
until Run 6.3B.

Run 6.3A and 6.3B -- Test No. 6.3A shown in Table 17 was another ambient start
with a ramp time of 11.2 seconds. Normal operation occurred during the test.

Test 6.3B was a hot restart following the above test as also shown in Table 17. A
normal start occurred but the motor stopped at a speed of 1,357 rpm. Teardown indicated
no problems with the blades, pushrods, end seals or bearings. The problem was traced to

loss of an alignment dowel pin during a previous firing. Periodic removal and replacement
of the pins during Phase III and IV testing together with wear from a number of abrupt
motor stops resulted in loosening of the pins. When one pin was lost it allowed the end
plate to shift relative to the stator causing rotor/stator rubbing which stopped the
rotation.

Depletion of contract funds at this point led to termination of testing although the

hardware could have been re-assembled as-is for more life tests.

1. FLOW RATE ANALYSIS

The higher than expected flow rate of hot gas in these tests was of concern and an

analysis was conducted to determine possible causes.

Summary flow rate data from cold gas and hot gas tests of various configurations
were compiled and compared with theoretical flow rate in their appropriate tables. The

theoretical flow rate is calculated based on charging the inlet volume with gas at the
measured inlet pressure and temperature with gas of a known molecular weight. Inlet

volume for each configuration is calculated as the cavity volume ahead of the blade which

is just passing the downstream edge of the inlet port. This volume must include such items
as the volumes of the vent slots and the underblade volume exposed by the vent, the latter
depending on whether the leading or trailing edge of the blade is vented.

The results of these calculat;ons are summarized in Table 13. In general, cold gas
tests where the blades would be expected to have relatively good contact with the stator
show average flow rates compared to theoretical in the range of 105 to 115 percent (Data
Sets 2, 4, 5). The configuration for Data Set I had no vent slots, thus, the high inlet
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TABLE 18

SUMMARY FLOW COMPARISON

Data Average 076

seoniguration Theoretical Flow

* Cast stator Table 2 141.5
e Phenolic blades
* No vent slots
* Cam slip ring
* End Seals
* Cold gas

2 * Cast stator Table 4 107.0
o Carbon-composite blades, vented backside
* Cam slip ring
* No end seals
e Cold gas

3 o Heavyweight stator Table 5 74.8
e Carbon-composite blades, vented backside (R-1 through R-6)
* Cam slip ring
* With and without end seals
* Cold gas

4 e Heavyweight stator Table 6 114.6
L Phenolic blades (8C through 11)
* No vent slots
* 0-ring pushrods
e Cold gas

5 * Heavyweight stator Table 7 105.4
0 Short motor (-4 through -13)
9 New end seals
e Rotor end plates
e Phenolic blades vented backside
9 Spring-loaded pushrods
* Cold gas

6 * Heavyweight stator Table 9 235.7
* Short motor (-22 through -27B)
* Rotor end plates
0 New end seals
9 Carbon-composite blades
* Vented front side
* Solid pushrods
0 Hot gas
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pressure acting on the tip of the blade drives the blade away from the stator promoting

internal leakage as reflected in the resulting flow rate being 141 percent of theoretical.

The results with the short motor (Data Set 5) are better than the original design

(Data Sets 4 and 2) since the leak path to the end clearance at the base of the rotor is

eliminated by the rotor end plates used in the short motor.

The reasons for the calculated below-theoretical flow rates of Data Set 3 were not

initially understood. The configuration volumes were such that these runs should have had

the same theoretical flow rate as those from Data Set 2. The facts remain, however, that

the flow rate and torque for these latter runs with the heavyweight stator were both

reduced compared to the prior runs with the cast stator.

The explanation lies in an alternate interpretation of the data. Assuming that the

results from Data Set 3 are truly representative of a low leakage run, then the other runs

actually exhibit significantly higher leakage than calculated in the table. The actual

displacement flow rate will be lower than the calculated theoretical flow rate used in the

table for the following reasons;

a. Flow limiting at the entrance to the vent slot will prevent the underblade

volumes from being fully pressurized reducing average pressure.

b. Flow limiting at the inlet as the trailing blade gradually covers the inlet port

while the volume is increasing at a rapid rate will prevent attainment of expected

pressure.

c. Flow limiting in the annulus formed by the diameter of the inlet port and the

gap to the surface of the rotor. This latter is a probable cause for Data Set 3 since an

undercut in the stator at the inlet position, designed to assist flow into the rotor (and

incorporated in the cast stator) was not machined into the heavyweight stator. This

change reduced the effective inlet area to 71 percent of the inlet bore and is a major

factor in reducing the cavity pressure.

d. The basic flow process requires a finite pressure differential thus assuring that

the maximum cavity pressure will be lower than the inlet pressure used for the theoretical

displacement flow rate calculation. High leakage flow requires more flow through the

inlet increasing the pressure drop and thereby further reducing the actual cavity pressure.

When all of these flow limiting factors are considered, it is apparent that the true

displacement flow rate is less than that used to compute the percentage of theoretical

flow in Table 18 with the largest deviations occurring in runs with the heavvwei4)t stator

due to the restricted inlet.

These flow limiting effects are less pronounced for hot gas which produces a ar-,er

volumetric flow rate through a given size orifice than cold -as, as noted in a subsequent

I .
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paragraph. Also, the reduction in stator diameter for the hot runs partially removes the

inlet restriction discussed above since more annulus flow area is available.

For the hot gas tests (Data Set 6), the flow rate averaged 236 percent of

theoretical. The critical difference between hot and cold gas flows lies in the increased

sensitivity of hot gas flow to leakage.

Considering first a comparison of displacement flow, the flow rate ratio of cold gas

to hot gas is directly proportional to molecular weight and inversely proportional to

absolute temperature, Thus, for displacement flow, the ratio, WGN2/WNH, equals 7.54

using the appropriate gas tempertures and molecular weight.

By contrast, leakage flow is a function of the square root of temperature, molecular

weight, and the ratio of specific heat of the gas such that, for this case, WGN /WN H
2 2 4

equals 2.84. Thus, leakage flow will represent a larger proportion of total flow for hot gas

then for cold gas.
Leakage in the hot gas runs is most probably due to a combination of the effects of

the forward blade venting and solid pushrods (which allows the blade to lose contact with

the stator) and possible warping of the stator due to uneven heating from the localized

inlet flow. On the assumption that the leakage flow area is roughly equivalent to that

which produced the flow difference between Data Sets 2 and 3, an estimate of the

expected hot gas flow rate can be made. The difference between average flow rates of

Data Sets 2 and 3 is 0.633 lbm/sec, assumed to be all leakage. Using the leakage flow

ratio results in expected hot gas leakage of 0.223 Ibm/sec. The theoretical displacement

flow rate is 0.229 Ibm/sec at 5,000 rpm for a total flow of 0.452 Ibm/sec. This is close to

the observed total hot gas flow.

It would at first appear that the main solution to this problem would be to reverse

the vent slots to assure contact of the blades with the stator to minimize leakage. It is

correct that leakage flow would be reduced, however, displacement volume increases due

to the change in venting exposing more underblade volume. Friction force also increases.

Since the total flow rate is nearly constant and independent of motor speed, the optimum

combination depends on minimizing the product of flow rate and ramp time, i.e., total

flow. This is a different approach than for a constant speed device where minimum flow
rate is the desired goal.

The current blade orientation and venting configuration was optimized with cold gas

test runs. The results of the above analysis indicate that this approach can lead to

I
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erroneous results due to the differences in sensitivity between hot gas and cold gas. Re-

optimization of the motor with hot gas would be necessary to minimize the total fuel

consumption per run.

L
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results obtained from this program demonstrate that a hot gas vane motor can be

employed successfully in an APU starting application. Beginning with a baseline design

that would not reach rated speed on cold gas without breaking blades, the design evolved

to the point that multiple starts, including hot restarts were possible with 1,600°F gas.

The following specific achievements were accomplished:

a. Operation at temperature extremes -- The motor was successfully operated at

conditioned temperatures down to -65 0 F. Hot restart tests verified capability to start at

temperatures in excess of +1300F.

b. Operation with decomposition products of a hydrazine-based propellant
blend -- The motor operated on the RRC fuel blend designated TSF-l with inlet gas

temperature typically in the range of 1,550 to 1,6000F.

c. Operation within the desired start time -- Simulated starts with a flywheel

achieved ambient temperature starts in the range of 5 to 6 seconds. Starts at -650 F with

a larger flywheel achieved 5,000 rpm in 10 to 12 seconds. These times are consistent with

analytical predictions.

d. Operation in a hot restart mode - Final tests in this mode consisted of two

sequential starts to 5,000 rpm with the large flywheel (simulating -65°F starts). This is an

overstress test from the thermal input standpoint since a hot restart would experience a

lower drag torque from the APU and thus ramp for a significantly shorter time on the

restart.

e. Operation within the maximum torque limit -- The motor produces approxi-

mately 70 ft-lbf of torque during operation, well within the required limit of 120 ft-lbf.

The only contract goal not achieved was operation through 100 starts without

maintenance. Blade wear was excessive and needs to be addressed through reduction of

blade tip force or, alternatively, with harder blades (for example, the silicon carbide

4 infiltrated carbon composite blades) combined with a hard coating on the stator to limit

its wear. Analysis during the program on blade forces indicates several means of reducing

frictional loads.

Analysis of flow rate results with hot gas produced the following recommendations

4 for consideration in future work:
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a. Blade venting optimization must be accomplished with hot gas.

b. The criteria for motor performance should be total flow per start, not

minimum flow rate. This new criteria automatically includes blade friction effects and

the effect of leakage on torque in the overall performance.

In summary, a hot gas vane motor has been shown to be capable of meeting

performance requirements for APU starting. Analysis of results provide design and testing

guidelines for future motors of this type.
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NOMENCLATURE

A = base area of vane

AN = radial component of acceleration

AT = tangential component of acceleration

F3  = tip force between vane and stator

FEND = contact force at end of vane

FRB = reaction force at base of vane

FRT = reaction force at tip of vane

HR = height of vane exposed beyond rotor

LV = length of vane within rotor slot

* MV = vane mass

P = pressure

PF = force produced by pressure differential acting over exposed vane area

PF = vane base pressurebase -

PPtip = vane tip pressure

TV = vane thickness

V = volume

W = radial force due to acceleration acting on blade mass

. T  = tangential force due to acceleration acting on blade mass

XV = length of vane within rotor slot

= coefficient of friction

11
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Introduction

This report describes the work done on modeling the vane

expander to determine the effect of certain design and operating

parameters on the friction power and certain key forces. Pesults

will be described for two models; the pusirod model which

approximates the original design and a linked-rigid vane model

which approximates a rigid coupling of opposite vanes (itO0

angle between the linked vanes).

There are a number of assumptions that apply to both models.
The base of the vane is assumed to be vented to either the contrul

volume adjacent to its leading edge (leading control volume) or

the control volume adjacent to its trailing edge (lagging cuntrol

volume). Furthermore the pressure at the base of the vane was

assumed equal to the pressure in the control volume to which

the base was vented. No pressure drop through the vent or

leakage from the volume at the vane base was included. Since the

vent passages were quite large this was believed to be a valid

assumption. The pressure force at the tip of the vane was based.

on a tip shape given by Rocket Research with the fraction of the

tip area exposed to each control volume shown in Table 1 in

Appendix A.

The control volume pressure variation as a function of rutur

position, P = f(@), was taken from earlier work done here for

Rocket Research. The data for a model, POFiT--, v'rith ports

leading to the base of the vane and standard clearances where

leakage occurred, was modified slightly and used in the study.

The modification was necessary since the intake Dort location

in this design is different from the earlier model. This same

pressure variation was used for all models at all conditions

except for those few cases where the supply rressure was changed

4 from 1115 psia to either 700 or 1500 psia. Then the supply

pressure was changed a similar pressure variation was used.
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The actual pressure variation used is shown in Appendix A (,&ure i),

The pressure variation is a function of many variables, speed,

i leakage and heat transfer, but in this study the pressure as a

function of theta was not changed. .,hile some realism may be

lost (when changing speeds for example), holding this parameter

constant permits a clearer view of the effect of changes in de ;ign

or operating variables and makes it somewhat easier to azsess

these effects. In any case this pressure variation is most

sensitive to leakage (which depends bn operating clearances)

which was not varied for these models, so maintaining a single

• .variation can be justified.

The theta equal zero position of the vane is always taken at

the position where the vane is fully extended and at the bottom

of the expander. The gravitational forces on the vane were

included in the model although they are so small that they are

really negligible-. n the other hand the forces due to both

the normal and tangential accelerations are quite significant.

There are two components of the normal acceleration, the W r an,"
dVr 2

the T- 5mponents. The &) r comoeht is due to the rotation

and the = is due to the vane's motion in the r direction.

The vane, in one revolution of the rotor moves in toward the center

of rotation a distance of two times the, eccentricity (the distOnce

between the center of the rotor and the center jf tie statr)

and out from the center of rotation this same rc..Zt nce. h c

tangential acceleration also has two components, the - n- the

Coriolis component. The Coriolis component is due to the motion

of the vane in a rotatingreference frame and this term is much

larger than the Lterm. The Coriolis comnunent also, changes

sign, while the t does not.

The Pushrod 11odel

The pushrod model assumes that the vanes are eszental,.

independent of each other. The one exception to this is that

when a vane is forced away from the stator, it pushes on the

opposite vane through the pushrod. This model is a close

approximation to the original design; however no spring forces
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are included. The spring forces are extremely small compared to

the net reaction force at the tip. When the vane is fully

extended (9 = 0) the spring force is less than 2 pounds while
the reaction force may be several hundred pounds. At the max-

imum spring force position (@ = 900) the spring force is still

less than 10 pounds. Then the vane is forced away from the stator

the spring force is not a factor since the model without the
spring force also predicts the same reaction force.

Figure 1 shows a free body diagram of the vane. The weight

and acceleration components are not necessarily shown in the

correct direction in this diagram, they are computed in the

program and given the correct sign. Only that part of the end

of the vane extending beyond the rotor was assumed to rub on

stator. An average pressure (average between leading and lagging
control volumes) was assumed to act on the oprosite end of the

vane. The three reaction forces, F3 , F iB, and F,,,, were
calculated by summing forces in the radial direction, the tang-

ential direction and by taking moments about point A in Rigure 1.

The results for several simulations using the fushrod
model are presented. Figures 2 through 6 shu:- results for a

coefficient of friction equal to 0.2 (/4= 0.2), a surrly

pressure of 1115 psia, the vane base vented t: the lagging

control volume, a speed of 4000 RPIM,and a vane moss of
0.18 lb (14= 0.18) . Igure 2 shows the tanrgential inertia
force, the normal inertia force and the net 'ressure furce
(the pressure force is tangential) as a function of rotor
position. The positive directions for these forces are radially
outward, and tangentially in the direction of rotation. As the
vane moves inward from 0 to 1800 rotor position, it must be
decelerated to continue at a constant angular velocity, thus
a force must be exerted on the vane in the tangential directicn
opposite to the direction of rotation. From Figure 2 it is
apparent that the normal inertial force is rather high, and the

tangential is fairly low and due mostly to the Coriolis
acceleration which reverses direction every 1W0* The scale

chosen for these forces is the same for all plots of force for
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the pushrod model. The forces s:uwn on Fi.gure 2 ere independent

of the coefficient of friction an&. whether the vane base is ventedl

to the leading or lagging control volume. The inertia forces do

vary with speed and mass of the vanes.

Figure 3 shows Fend and F for this same case. In the 160"end 3
to 2100 range, where F3 is zero, the vane is not contacting the

stator; however the contact force on the tip of the vane 1800

from this vane has been increased due to the force transmitted

through the pushrod. It is clear from Figure 3 that the forc'e is

quite high in the 340 to 300 range.

The forces FPB and FT are plotted versus G in Figcure 4.

The force at the contact point between the vane and the outer

edge of the rotor, F, is of some concern particularly ,:henRTP

the vane is. fully extended near zero degrees. The positive

direction for these forces is in the direction shown in Figure 1.

Thus when FRT is negative at 00 the "back" side of the vane is

contacting the outer edge of the rotor.

Figure 5 shows the friction power per vane dissipated via

each of the 4 rubbing forces. FRICI is the power due to the

force F3 , QFRIC2 is due to FrB ,4FTIC3 is due to 1;';,2 and Q7' IC4

is due to Fend. Figure 6 represents the friction work per vane

produced by all 4 rubbing forces in 1/64 of a revolution of the,

rotor. It can be regarded as a friction torque, and when

multiplied by .6468 (for 4000 PPI) it provides the friction

horsepowter for one vane. The small anomaly in the curve in

the vicinity of 900 is not real; it is a result of an error

which did not get removed from the plotting programz.

Figures 7 through 10 present similar results for a case

identical to the previous one except that the coefficient of

friction has been increased to 0.4. in the critical area of 0,

F3 is extremely large and FiRT is also very large negatively

(over -350 lbf). The power dissipated in friction is extremely

high, appreciably higher than that produced by the gas, so that

the expander would not run at 4000 RPH with the coefficient of

friction this high. This point will be discussed in a later

section of the report.
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The mass of the vanes was reduced from 0.10 ibm to 0.06 lb l

and curves similar to those in Figures 2 through 10 were plotted.

Figures Bl through B9 in Appendix B show the results of this

analysis. The inertia forces were reduced to one third of their

previous values and somewhat lower reaction forces resulted. The
friction power was reduced from 6.45 to 4.74 hp/vane for a

coefficient of friction of 0.2 and from 13.36 to 9.33 hp/vane for

a coefficient of friction of 0.4.

The Linked-frild Vane ijiorlel

*.hen the vanes opposite each other in the rut, r are connected

together a configuration similar to that sho..'n in Fliure iI il

result. If the connector is flexible, then each vane can tilt
in the slot indeDendently of the position of the other

connected vane. Determining the position of the vanes .,ith
this type of flexible connector is fairly involved and requires

a knowledge of the stiffness of the connector since it does

transmit a moment as well as a force to the vane. A simi-ler

approach is to assume the connector riGid so that only t),ree

equations are required to determine the three reaction force:

F3 , FRT1, and FTT2. This was done and the r .el .:as lablu '

the linked-rigid vane model. .esults for this I )el are shov:n
in figures 12 through 18.

Figure 12 shows the inertio forces anr; the r'rezsure force

as a function of rotor angle. The pressure force is identica1

to that far the puzhrod model in Figure 2. h're 1-Fl is ;ilotte6

from 0 to 1300 and PF2 is plotted from 130 to 3600. In this

model the normal inertia force has a much smaller-r cormponent
since r for the center of mass of the twc vanes is much smaller.
In fact r is zero at 900 and 2700 .,ihere the center of mass p

coincides ,with the center of rotation. The curve shows
approximately zero normal inertia force at these locations, the
difference from zero resulting from the small term. The
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slight negative value for the -n at the 90 and 2700 locationsit
indicates that the force is radially out-.ard acceleratin C the
center of mass out from the center of rotation. Both the
tangential and normal inertia forces are for a mass of 0.36 Ib m,

since two vanes are rigidly connected.

The tangential inertia force has about the same maxcimum
value as the normal inertia force in this case, ann) about twice
the may-mum value for the pushrod model in Figure 2. The factor
of 2 is due to tvice as much mass, the tangential acceleration
does not change since CI and the velocity of the vane in the
rotating coordinate system do not change from the previous model.
In Figure 12 the negative of the tangential force is plotted.
The datavwere stored in a matrix when calculations were made from
0 to 1800 and then plotted from 0 to 3600. In the manipulation
of the data for plotting the siCn was reversed; the sign iz
cQrrect in the analysis. The actual tangential acceleration -i

L i negative from 0 to 1800 and positive from 1o to 360.
Figure 13 shows the reaction forces fcr the linke.-rigi&.

model for a coefficient of friction of .4 and a. vane mass of
.18 lbm. The tip force is seen to be quite high in the 0 to
300 range (when the vane is fully extended). iote that when-
ever F3 has a positive value the value 1801 away from that
location will have a value of F3 equal to zero. This !ieans
that only one of the pair of vanes is in contact .ith the statcr
at any one time. iote also the fairly large negative value of
FRT1 when the vane is fully extended near zero degrees. The

peak values of F and F T are not nearly as high for this model

as for the pushrod model under the same conditions (see ?igures
7 and 8). Values of F,,2 can be read from the F curve by

simply reading at @ + 1800. A similar relationship exists fr

F and F..MS
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The power dissipated by the frictional forces is plotted

on Figure 14, where QFRIC1 is due to F3 , QF-,C2 is due to F.,1

and FRT2 , and QFRPIC4 is due to VE rDl and FEND2. Thus each

curve represents the friction of two vanes, 18O0 apart. From

o to 1800 each represents the power dissipated by one vane in

one revolution. Thus in the 180 to 3600 range the curves are

identical in the 0 to 100 interval.

The total friction power dissipated by two vanes, 10,o0
apart, is given by the curve in Figure 15. Again the soc nd

half of the curve is a repeat of the first. This work plottedi

is the friction work in 1/64 of a revolution.

Figures 16, 17 and 18 present rerults for the saic muel

for the same conclitions, except that venting is to th,.e leading in-

dtead of lagging c.v. The scales for the plots are identical for
both values of the coefficient of friction. *urmaries of the:je

cases will be presented in a later section if this rercrt.

Task B Results

The objective in Task B was to determine the effect of the

coefficient of friction on friction power an(i tc estimate a

value for the coefficient based on some test recrults. The

results for this study as well as other studies are summarized

in Tabl 1. Figure 19 shows the friction ', aor -er vane ve:-sus

coefficient of friction for a variety of con itiono. The pus.-

rod model indicates that for a vane mass of .13 lb. the co-

efficient of friction would be about .32 for the friction power

to equal the fluid power at 4000 RPM when the base is vented to

the lagging control volume. This condition approximates the

results of a certain test run at Rocket i.esearch and the value -,f

032 for the coefficient of friction predicted by the model for

these conditions is not unreasonable although it may be somewhat

high. If the coating did not wear off at the vane tip a co-

efficient of .2 would be reasonable; however if metal to metal
contact occurred at the tip a value as high as .4 would certainly

be reasonable.
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TABLE I
FRICTION POWER AND FLUID POWER PER VANE FOR A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS

Tink ed-rigid Vone Model

v /1 PS Ported Fluid Friction F()
l psia to power power

Mooure hp/vane hp/vane lb f

.2 .18 4000 700 lagging 6.49 2.82 306(11)

.4 .18 4000 700 lag 6.49 5.51 341(6)

.2 .18 4000 1115 lag 10.51 4.17 451(17)

.4 .18 4000 1115 lag 10.51 8.07 492(6)

.2 .18 4000 1500 lag 14.22 5.42 5-4(17)

.4 .18 4000 1500 lag 14.22 10.43 637(11)

.2 .18 2500 1115 lag 6.57 2.41 404(17)

.2 .18 6000 1115 lag 15.76 7.29 5(17)

.2 .06 4000 1115 lag 10.51 3.83 3)9(17)

.4 .06 4000 1115 lag 10.51 7.31 431(11)

.2 .06 2500 1115 lag 6.57 2.32 3.4(17

.2 .06 6000 1115 lag 15.76 6.06 432(17)

.2 .06 4000 1115 leading 10.51 2.23 29(17)

.4 .06 4000 1115 lead 10.51 5.34 69(17)

.2 .18 4000 1115 lead 10.51 2.3 60(17

.4 .18 4000 1115 lead 10.51 5.36 0

.2 .18 2500 1115 lead 6.57 1.40 33(17)

.2 .18 6000 i15 lead 15.76 4.42 17(1?

Pushrod ;.lodel.

.2 .18 4000 1115 lag 10.51 6.45 533(6)
•4 .18 4000 1115 lag 10.51 13.36 40(6
.2 .06 4000 1115 lag 10.51 4.74 477(')
.4 .06 4000 1115 lag 10.51 9.33 652(6
.2 .16 4000 1115 lead 10.51 ?.65 216(22)
4 .18 4000 1115 lead 1051~ .5 -, (

Peak value of P7 and the angle at 'ihich it occurs in the v4cinity

of a fully extended vane (4 0)
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It is clear from this figure that the linkeo-rigiH m(Iel

predicts lower friction, the lower mass vanes have lower fricti-n,

and venting the vane base to the leading control volume also

significantly reduces the friction power.

Task C ?esults

In the early work on the single inderendent vane model the

pressure on the vane tip was assumed to be that of the lagging

control volume, then it was assumed to be that of the leading

control volume, then finally it was assumed to be a combination

based on the area distribution given by Rocket 7,esearch (see

Appendix A). For the vane base vented to the lagging control

volume the friction power was highest for the tip completely

exposed to the leading control volume pressure and lowest for

the tip completely exposed to the lagging control volume pressure.

The distribution given by Rocket Research produced values

between the other two cases. The high values were about 15<

higher and the low values were about 15, lower than the

distribution case. These studies were not relpeotcd for the

other models since it is believed that the area distribution
given by Rocket Research rerresents the iolt realistic

assumption for the models and complete indon)en,Jent contr.l

over the pressure on the tip is not possible, it ,as decided

that more time should be spent on other models on, these cassc

were not repeated.

Task D D Ieults

The linked-rigid vane model was developed to simulate

the tying together of two opposite vanes. (rigiaially it wa _

planned to simply set the centrifugal forccs enual to zero ')r

4 this part of the study, but we realized this a@sumrmtion is very
unrealistic. Thus the linked-rigid vane mo del -:,as ez; ~ ei

Fgiure 19 shows a direct comparison between the -ushrod anCi

linked-rigid vane models. About a 4 0,J reductin ii fricti~n
6
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power is achieved by coupling the vane: tugethcr. AL m-re

detailed comparison between the pushrod and linked-rigiU midelL.

can be obtained by comparing Figures 2 and 7 - 10 writh Figures

12 - 15.

Task E 2esults

Figure 19 shows the effect of vane mass for both mor'els

for a speed of 4000 JPil. Figure 20 indicates that at 1.,

speed there is very little effect produced by decreasing the

vane mass; however at high speed (6000 7111) there is about

a 17% reduction in friction power when the vane ~sis reuce9

from .18 to .06 lb.

Task F :esults

The difference in friction power betwzeen venting the

undervane volume to the lagCinC or leading contro. volume is

presented in Figure 19 for 4000 71i1 and is shown in Figure 20

as function of speed. Uver the range of speeds it appears

advantageous to vent the vane base to the lead'ing control

volume when the vanes are linked together.

Task G Pesults

Figure 21 shows the effect of supply p res:jure on the

friction power for values of the coefficient of friction of

.2 and .4. Table 1 contains this data as well as the fluid

power developed for these conditions. Since the three points

in each case seemed to fall on a straight line, I eztrapolated

both lines back to zero suprly pressure. It is temptin- t

suggest that this power (at zero supply pressure) rejresentc

the power dissipated by inertia forces only, since no pressure

forces would be present.
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APPIF DIX A

Description of Vane E£xpander

Length of vane 3.105 in.
Thickness of vane 0.188 in.
Height of vane 1.135 in.

Radius of rotor 1.830 in.
Radius of stator 2.061 in.
Eccentricity 0.231 in.

Number of vanes 8
Angle between adjacent vanes 450

TABLE AI
FRACTION OF VANE TIP AREA EXPOSED TO LAGGING CONTROL VOLUME

VS. ROTOR ANGLE

Angle Fraction Angle F:raction Angle Fraction

0.0 .500 129.0 .683 272.7 .253
4.4 .519 134.5 .673 277.6 .260
8.8 •537 140.1 .655 2(2.5 .264

13.2 •555 145.7 .637 2-7.3 .269
17.7 .574 151.3 .616 292.1 .276
22.1 .591 157.0 .595 296.', .2"4
26.6 .603 162.7 •572 301.6 .294
31.0 .625 168.5 .548 306.2 .305
35-5 .641 174.2 •524 310.0 •317
40.1 .656 180.0 •500 315.4 .330
44.6 .670 185.8 .476 319.9 .344
49.2 .683 191.5 .452 324.5 .35)
53.8 .695 197.3 .428 329.0 .375
58.4 .706 203.0 .405 333.4 .d92
63.1 .716 208.7 .384 337.9 .409
67.9 .724 214.3 .363 342.3 .426
72.7 .731 219.9 .345 346.8 .445
77.5 .736 225.5 •327 351.2 1463
82.4 .740 231.0 .312 355.6 .481
87.3 .742 236.4 .298 360.0 ,500
92.3 .742 241.8 .287
97.4 •740 247.1 .277

102.5 .736 252.5 .269
107.7 •731 257.5 .264
112.9 .723 262.6 .260
118.2 .713 267.7 .258
123.6 o702
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TABLE A2

ORIGINAL DATA FOR TABLE A l

LADLL. PRTO07 -FORM XF.!;I -COPIES I

SiPOOLED: 03/11/82 13:12
STARTED: 03 i/82 13:14. 01d: IMLC BY: PR2

TIETA ALPHA A/Ar
JO 0.0 0.0 0.50)3

5.. 5.0 0. 474, PT 0 IJ
11.5 10.0 0..452
17.3 15.0 0. 421,
23. 0 Z0. 0 0. -. ... .

EZ. . 28.7 25.0 0. 301 lE,"-r -- . -

34.3 30. 0 36, .
' <1

9g. 9 35. 0 0. 345 ,,f.- jLv-r

43.5 40.0 0.327 2 .. -. .

.Z...-. 51.0.- 45.0 U. 312
5dm.4 50. 0 0).298
61.6 55 0 0. lt?7
72.3 65. 0 0.269
77. 5 70. 0 i0. :64
82. 6 75. 0 0. 260
87.7 80.0 0.258

".. -".... 92.7 85.0 0.230 .
97. 6 90. 0 ). 240
102. 5 95. 0 Q. 264
107.3 100,0 0.26
112. 1 105. 0.274I 1&:. 9 110. 0.2048C)

7. 121.6 1150 0.294
126.2 120.0 0.305
130. 0 125.0 0.317 1 - -
135 4 130. 0 f 330 .
139 9 135.0 0.344
144.5 140.0 0. 309
149.0 145.0 0.373 .. .. ... .

153.4 150.0 0.392
157.9 15. 0 0. 4o9

162. 3 160. 0 o 426
166.8 165.0 0. 44" - .--
171.2 1'70 0 0. 46;3
17. 6 195.0 0. 419.. -, I;ao. o lin.0 0 .600o
184.4 185.0 0.59
188.8 190.0 0.537
193.2 195.0 0.535
t97.7 200.0 0.574
202.1 203.0 0. sq1
206 6 210.0 0. 40)
211.0 215.0 0.625
215. 5 220 0 0, ,41
220.1 225. 0 0. 65'6
224 6 230 e) 0.670
229.2 235.0 0. 683

238.4 245.0 0 "06
-43 I ? ( 4 714b
747. 9 -5 0 0. -124
Z52. 7 2i.o. (, 0. 73 1 /
. 7. 5 263. 0 0. 7324
262. 4 r;. 0 0 740
;:67 3 275. 0 0. 742
72. ZOO.0 42 ,= ATAT, RAIUS: ?.O(,l

"77. 4 285. 0 0. l'o

: .2.5 ;qo0 0. 731.07. 7 -29r, 0 n 731 rz : Lko -rip0 zA,)iv . .. 1 ,4 W
772 9 30'30 o 723
"9. 2 3050 0 1)7a 7Ud- -,F=Sa7

03 6 310 0 0 702
O9. 0 335. 0 0.68"

;14 5 32'f 0 t61
321U. I 32-5.0 066 oi1;Oi#ji tDrC~-s ;
-- : 7 330 () 63-7
331.3 33..0 0 &1(oU4 I 3
337 0 340 u, '.$

7342. 7 345. 0 5

354 2 3t' , 0
jO360 0 3L. 0 0. sO~ c
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